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It your want to kick
me off, kick me off. If
you want to keep me on,
keep me on.
Johnathan Wilson
A.S. director of communty affairs

A.S. meeting mires in budget mess
By Paul Eiser

Sparein Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students meeting started
off with a brisk jog but slowly collapsed into
failed motions and budgetary conflicts with
little getting resolved.
Dave Wietecha, A.S. director of academic
affairs, started things off with a motion to
remove board member Johnathan Wilson,
AS. director of community affairs, for excessive absences. Wilson had missed five meetings this semester.
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Wilson explained he had extenuating circumstances that caused him to miss meetings, but would not give any specific details.
"I have life outside of Associated Students.
During that life, things happen and things
come up," said Wilson. "If you want to kick
me off, kick me off. If you want to keep me
on, keep me on. Stop wasting our time with
personal vendettas and things like that."
Wilson remained with one vote for, two
against and five abstentions.
The budget for next year’s A.S. became

the center of anemic,’ I !,,
budgets facing the board, "tie ile,agned by the
Finance Committee and another by A.S
President Marilyn Charell.
One of the difficulties of de( ding the
budget was the absence of funds for certain
programs, including the Environmental
Resource Center tERC) and the ice hockey
team.
"I am asking that we stay on the A.S. budget," said Dana Mahaffey, director of the
ERC. "To lose that would be a detriment to

students on campus."
The board agreed the ER( as ail essential program, but it took several motions
Ix-fore corning to an agreement. Ten thousand dollars were allocated to the ERC by
cutting another program.
"Congratulations, we finally worked something out." said Mike Yaghmai, A.S. vice
president.
The other budgetary issue was funding
for the new child care center. The plan was
See A.S. Back page
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Club awards scholarships,

Lucia Soares, center, President of
Clube Lusitania
(Portuguese Club)
announces the
names of the club’s
raffle winners at the
San Jose radio station KSQ0 on
Sunday. The raffle
raised two $1,000
scholarships for high
school students who
will atterd SJSU in
the fall. Flanking
Soares are David
Pinhelro, secretary
of the club and Aida
Barbosa, a i<SQ0
disc jockey.

reaches out to community
By Lisa Brown
Miter

Stairtan Daily Staff

If high school students have the guts to apply, and
the will to succeed in college and beyond, their scholarship application will be considered by Clube
Lusitania, said Lucia Soares, 1996 club president.
Soares and a panel of judges selected two high
school students to each receive a $1,000 Scholarship
Fund award. The two high school seniors, Sandra
Ribeiro of Hollister and Joanne Avila of Palo Alto,
were honored at a dinner
party April 12.
"It feels pretty good," said
Maybe we
Joanne, of St. Francis High
School in Mountain View. "I
can get more
didn’t expect it (and) my
support from
parents were happy."
Joanne said she was interestpeople when
ed in the club and the scholthey see we are arship because although she
understands the language,
awarding
she does not speak it fluently.
"I want to better myself and
scholarships.
learn more about my backLucia Soares ground and my culture," she
club president
said.
Soares said upon signing a
letter of intent to enroll at
SJSU, students must be willing to enroll in the Portuguese IA course.
"The scholarship is awarded upon verification of
enrollment in September," Soares said.
Other requirements include a good CPA, a certain
level of extra-curricular activities, whether the student
can hold a job while in high school, and an ability to
demonstrate commitment to receive a college education, Soares said. Joanne said she is taking college
preparatory courses and maintaining a 2.9 to 3.0 CPA.
Joanne said she holds a part-time job as a filing
clerk in a doctor’s office. She said she was able to
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secure a letter of recommendation from Salvador
Chavez, her Spanish instructor, to accompany her
scholarship application.
Miguel Avila, SJSU alumnus and club president
from 1988 to 1990, said, "this is the first year scholarships were available.
"It’s something we tried before, but due to different
circumstances we were not able to put it together,"
Miguel said.
But thanks to the tremendous effort lead by this
year’s club president and its participants, they were
able to raise the funds to grant the scholarships.
Miguel said.
Soares said the club raised money three ways.
It sold $1,000 worth of raffle tickets; the drawing is
scheduled for April 28 on Portuguese language radio
station KSQQ-FM.
Clube Lusitania received private donations from
the public, and an individual, Darold Coelho, who

Harry Wu speaks about arrest, freedom
Today I
stand in front
of you as a
human being
a free
human being.
Today in China
I’m a convictcriminal,
What’s my

By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Associated Students Presidentelect Jerry Simmons and Spartan
Shops Executive Director Ron
Duvall have agreed to meet to discuss the divisions reported recently about an evaluation of Spartan
Shops’ performance.
The two, who have been batding back and forth about costs
and performance, plan to meet
on May 8 before Simmons takes
his designated seat on the Spartan
Shops Board and the Academic
Senate.
"The peace talks have begun,"
said Don Kassing, administrative
vice president and Spartan Shops
board member.
Kassing said the idea is to ’talk
through" the criticism and ideas
Simmons has raised about Spartan
Shops’ investments in the stadium
and the evaluation currently
underway to assess Spartan Shops’

Harry Wu redeye(’ a standing ovation
from a half-filled Morris Dailey
Auditorium crowd Tuesday night followin his speech about his ongoing camvidoolactiuomnes1.1 t
paignutoheaxspissekehsnitz
life
China’s "reform-through-labor" camps,
called "laogai." Wu, director of the Laogai
Research Center and a survivor of the
camps, was at the center of media attention during the deteriorating relations in
China last year.
He was arrested at a remote border in
China for posing as a police officer. He
did so in order to get inside the laogai
camps, where he documented the human
rights abuses at the extensive forced labor
system.
"Today I stand in front of you as a
HanYWu
human rights leader human being
a free human being,"
See Wu, Back page
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donated $500.
Manuela Silveira, vice consul at the Consulate of
Portugal in San Francisco, also made a donation.
Finally, there is a fund-raising dinner party that has
a three-fold purpose: it honors scholarship recipients;
announces the club’s presence to the Portuguese
community; and is a cultural event complete with
Portuguese singers, folk dancers and regional music.
The goal is to award more scholarships and eventually begin a mentor program. Soares said.
"Maybe we can get more support from people
when they see we are awarding scholarships," she said.
Clube Lusitania was founded in 1986 to promote
Portuguese culture and language, but most importantly, to encourage high school students to attend
college and continue their education, Soares said.
The process begins with "college encounter," a club
outreach program that invites Portuguese students to
tour the campus, hear guest speakers, meet

Portuguese alujiri. ,iministration and records offimcr t
ct sin- president, Gail Fullerton.
cials, and
d the student group when they
Fuller’,
were on anyits. ’,ties said.
The purpose of this outreach is to disseminate
information about admission requirements and share
the value of education with high school students,
Soares said.
Miguel recalled a positive college encounter outcome where a high school student became aware of
the possibilities open to him if he attended college.
The high school student attended the club-sponsored events and was not very serious about college,
much less SJSU.
"But we helped open his eyes, he came to campus,
joined the dub and eventually became president. It is
quite an hon. .r I.. Live people like that in the club
In long term," Miguel said.
and it does pa, .

A.S., Spartan Shops will negotiate

By Michael Barton
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competitiveness in pricing and service. He said he wants to move the
issue out of the newspaper and
into a constructive dialogue.
"The goal is the same," Kassing
said of wanting to provide the best
service and prices to students.
"(Simmons) has brought some
good ideas to the table."
Kassing said he wants to make
sure Simmons is clear about how
the board functions before he
takes his seat on the Spartan
Shops board.
"I’m looking forward to the
meeting," Simmons said. "If they
are willing to commit to an outside consultant and bidding
process," Simmons said he would
feel the evaluation would be more
credible.
"Unless there was progress," he
said he was leaning toward voting
for denial of renewing Spartan
Shops’ lease in the cafeteria on
June 30. He said he will wait until
the meeting to see if progress has

Stone’s nude price
Anyone who wants to cast a
naked Sharon Stone in a movie
better hurry up.
Even if the movie may gross $6
million, it won’t be enough
unless the script has "a value
(she) can comprehend," maybe.
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It strikes me that it
continues to get improvements
and I don’t see it really
benefiting the students.
Wiggsy Sneroiest
academic senate merneber

been made.
"Ultimately it’s either that or
students engage in boycotts,"
Simmons said."It’s a lot better if it
can get worked out on the board."
The issues raised by Simmons
and as reported in the Spartan
Daily, have created a stir in the
Academic Senate, Simmons said.
"What (the Spartan Shops board)
is trying to do at this point is bring
some resolution to this," he said.
and
professor
Sociology
Academic Senate member Wiggsv

Badminton’s
bittersweet
victory
Page 4

Siyertsen said she was concerned
about recent spending made by
Spartan Shops on the stadium.
"I have watched them trying to
make a profit for 20 years," she
said. "It strikes me that it continues to get improvements and I
don’t see it really benefiting the
students."
Sivertsen suggests an outside
audit as part of the evaluation to
See Shops, Back page

A bad back
Michael Jor
ther could the
Playing in
scored 26
minutes he
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A terminally ill patient has the right to choose to die rather than suffer of prolonged illness

Euthanasia and the ’burden’ of life
By Becki Bell
the last month or so, my doss I ’,lairs neighFor
bors have been keeping me awake. They don’t
play loud music and the don’t have lengthy
arguments, the sounds come instead from an elderly’
woman who often spends an hour or so each night
crying because she is in pain.
We live in an old apartment building, so the things
that go on late at night when it is otherwise quiet
come through the walls quite clearly. I don’t know
what disease my downstairs neighbor suffers from,
but it is apparent that she is tormented by it. She cries
for water, she cries for her pain medication and she
complains that she can’t walk. It is also apparent that
she is becoming a burden to the family who takes care
of her.
I know that "burden" is a harsh word, especially
because it carries such heavy implications. I suspect
that my neighb,,r ,. Lund% ( annot afford to send her
to a rest home, and Me% ( ertainly can’t leave her at
home alone. Regardless of the how brutal the word
"burden" may be, it does describe a realistic problem.
1 don’t know if my elderly neighbor wants to die;
but the situation that she and her family are involved
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in is familiar fuel for controversy in this country. Jack
Kevorkian may have brought the "right to die" cause
into the public consciousness, but it is families like
the one in my building that make the paradox a reality.
I do not know how I feel about euthanasia. I do
agree that a terminally ill patient has the right to
choose to die rather than suffer a prolonged illness.
But I also question those situations where a patient is
not capable of making that decision. Does a family
have the right to choose death for someone who is
too ill to make the choice for herself?
I’m afraid that the word "burden" will become a
reason for euthanasia. I’m also afraid that the courts
will allow families to make critical decisions for people who cannot speak for themselves. How can the
courts possibly regulate life and death in that way?
The real paradox is that I really don’t believe
human beings have the right to force someone into
an extended life of suffering. But sometimes suffering
is reversible. If a person has only a 1 percent chance
of recovery, should they be allowed to choose death?
What about a 5 percent chance? What percentage of
recovery potential should define the "right to die?"
And finally, can a person who is in pain really think

clearly enough about his or her options? I’ve had
strep throat bad enough that I wanted to die, but in
my case that probably would have been an unreasonable decision though it might have saved a few
musicians from unflattering album reviews.
If this nation does reverse it’s support for medical
godhood, it will have to carefully regulate the conditions under which a human being should be
to choose death. I don’t pretend to
know what those regulations should be; but I
suspect there will have to be some heavy
reliance on psychological profiling for both
terminally ill people and their families.
It’s difficult to advocate bringing an unrelated third party into such a personal situation,
but it is equally difficult to support an unregulated practice that could have doctors’ fees and
a family’s sense of personal burden figuring
into such a critical decision.
Bella Bell is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Caution: doctors may be
hazardous to your health
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By Paul Eiser
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D,)ctors are hazardous to
your
health.
Throughout the country there are doctors who are
injuring, sometimes fatally,
their patients through incompetence or carelessness, yet
somehow they remain in practice and continue to put their
patients in extreme peril.
In San Jose Mercury News’
Parade, a doctor said that 5 percent to 10 percent of all doctors
can be classified as incompetent, unscrupulous or impaired.
That’s 31,000 to 65,000 doctors
who pose a risk to patients.
Every year people die on
operating tables because of
mistakes doctors_ Aaa/ite. It
should be easi-ro-i people to
investigate their doctors, but
doctors have shrouded themselves in blankets of confidentiality.
The government does have a
file with the names of more
than 80,000 physicians who
were involved in malpractice
suits, and were disciplined by
state medical boards or lost hospital privileges. The problem is
it is restricted, and only hospital
medical boards and other

Women are more than sex objects
By Eddie 7,a( apa
browsing around in B. Dalton
Iwas
bookstore the other
day when I decided
to look for the sports
section. To my surprise
when I picked up a
Sports Illustrated on the
rack, neatly behind it
stood a Penthouse
Magazine.
I was caught off
guard, to say the least.
What would I do.,. I rim d easib browse
through the center I,Ink and risk getting a
lump in my pants without tear of anyone
even knowing. The SI cover would shield
me.
I had vowed to never again open up a
pornographic magazine in respect to
women and the Man Up Stairs ... but
there it was!
So I did the quick head check, left,
right, left, right. The coast was clear. 1 was
beginning the breathe faster in anticipa-

non of beautiful, luscious skin and curses.
WS worth nothing that only five seconds
had gone by.
So I opened it right to
the middle and caught a
glimpse of blurred skin
all over the page because
I had not yet focused in
on the page and then ...
I quickly closed the
cover. In the next few seconds I was already walking out the bookstore.
It wasn’t worth it.
It wasn’t worth compromising my faith, who I was and the way I
would view women. On top of that. I definitely didn’t want to think about women
in that light as sexual objects.
If I had looked and drooled over the
pages, what would prevent me from doing
it again? Or from buying the magazine?
From going home and doing something
irresponsible?
Before you know it I would be looking
for a woman to meet the specifications
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run.
Billi, I did not succumb to the temptation.
I would respect women for being special and not objects. So. I stomped out of
the bookstore. Well, maybe I didn’t stomp
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out but! was pretty decisive about it.
I could now continue my soul quest for
that special someone, assured that I would
not be unappreciative of her true qualities
by look at the wrong criteria.
I want to respect women as if they were
my sisters. I would never think of my sister
in a bad way, rather, I would defend her
and make sure she was not seduced by
some walking hormone.
We can learn a lot from women, too.
They are at times more sensitive, soft,
compassionate and diplomatic than men.
As Shirley Caesar said, "Women have a
way of treating people more softly" they
treat "souls with kid gloves." And women
seem to control kids well, too, as many
mothers hold the family together during
tough times and mold their children into
who they are.
"We bear the world and we make it ...
There was never a great man who had not
a great mother," Olive Schreiner once
said.
OK... but what about beauty?
Admiring beauty in women is OK, but
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ing itself. Doctors rarely turn in
other doctors. Nurses, interns,
pharmacists and almost everybody else in the medical profession follow a code of silence.
People who do turn others in
face retaliation. Even if a doctor
loses his or her license in one
state, the doctor can move to
another where he or she can
get licensed without the medical board learning about any
problems for months, if ever.
How do we protect ourselves
from a profession that is
responsible for our health and
life, but does not follow safeguards against unsafe practices?
First, always get second opinions. Do not let one doctor rule
your health. Research your condition or treatment. Know what
you have and what the doctors
are doing about it, and what
they are not doing. Never forget, it is your body and only you
have the right to make important decisions concerning its
care. As consumers, you have to
be careful and research your
health providers like any other
service you pay for. Ask questions and expect answers.
coaiuselrEiser is a Spartan Daily Staff

its the inside that counts

and measurements that the centerfold
did. I would be focusing on lust and sex
and not on meeting someone who was
faithful, compassionate, compatible to
me, and caring. My life would be run by
desires.
Like, if a beautiful lady walked by the
Student Union and was wearing a short
skirt and tank top, I would probably gawk
at her and bump into a light pole or
something as I whistled "whit wheeeuuuuw." My first thoughts would be "nice
legs" or "nice pack or ... well you know.
And heck, if I did manage to get a girl
to go out with the ’ol Ed mister the relationship would probably go down the
path all my past relationships have gone
down the tube.
Why? Because those relationships were
always focused on hitting a triple or home

Spartan Daily

Editors

health care providers can check
the information in the data
bank. People like you and I do
not have access to these
records.
Right now, there are way too
many ways for doctors to hide
their past mistakes and
tragedies, and patients cannot
find out if their doctor or surgeon is really competent to
work on their bodies.
Some examples of medical
mishaps include: Richard
Leonard, 8, died during a routine ear operation because the
anesthesiologist allegedly fell
asleep. The wrong lung was
removed from Benjamin Jones
Jr. Guadalupe Negron bled to
death after her uterus was cut
by a doctor who was still operating while appealing the revocation of his license.
In almost any other business, if you can’t fulfill your
duties to your customer you go
out of business because they
will not come back. But doctors
can actually kill their customer
and continue operating without
any other customers knowing
or ever finding out. That is not
what I call quality control.
Also, you cannot depend on
the medical community polic-
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concocting wild fantasies is disrespectful
to all women and unhealthy for future
relations with them. To appreciate the
beauty women behold it is important to
look at the inside, what makes them tick,
and not just the outside.
What good is a shiny, voluptuous red
apple if it has worms inside?
In the same way what good is a gorgeous woman if she is cold, selfish and
indifferent?
A relationship should be built on
friendship, patience, compatibility and
love. Having learned this the hard way
from my past experiences with relationships, I feel better knowing that I respected women, myself and God by not looking
at the Penthouse magazine. I feel comfort, also, in knowing that I won’t find
what I’m looking for in there but, rather,
by searching a woman’s heart.
Eddie Zacapa is a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His columns appear every Thursday.
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Counseling Services
Personal-growth group. I p.ni.2:30p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5937.
Dean of Continuing Educadon
Selection Committee
Open forum evaluation of
candidate Violet Towne.
1:30p.m.-2:30p.m.
Instructional Resource Center,
rm. 308. (Lunch. Noon.
University Club.).
Call 924-2400.

Daily Calendar

1

Today
Association of American
Airport Executives
Meeting, with taking of club
picture. 5:30p.m. Aviation
Bldg., rm. 107. Call 279-5088.
Asian American
Christian Fellowship
Honoring of National Day
of Prayer. 7:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden rm.
Call 286-6427.

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.

Phi Beta Sigma
7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Student Union, Listening rm.
Call 398-5093.

Gomel= bumble
Music of the Dopics from
Opposite Sides of the World:
Java and the Caribbean. 8p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall
Call 2934400.

Sociology Club
Meeting. 3p.m.4p.m. Dudley
Moorhead Hall, nn. 226B.
Call 924-5323,

Campus Crusade for Christ’
"Nite e" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm Call 9247910.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Debate of that between evolution and Creation. Noon.
Student Union, Costanoan
nii.Call 267-5787.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12noon. John XXII
Center,195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

’Theatre Arts / Drama
Department
"llie Grapes of Wrath." lp.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal Todd
Theatre. Call 924-4551.

=,isiceLetibian, Bisexual
Meeting. 3:30p.m.-5p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, nit. 223.

Wotid Mu* Choir
Concert performance (free
admission). 7:30p.m. Musk
1314., Concert
Call 924-4633.

Jewish Student Union
enisalem 3000." 9a.tin.-3p.m,
Student Union, outside Wales.
Call 2534946.

GarLesblanAbezaial
Student
Meeting.
-2:
.m.
Counseling Services, Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.
Indian Students Association
Meeting. 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan rm.
Call 9264640.
Lattetsday Saint Students
Amocintion
"Playdoh Dictionary*
12:30p.m. San Jose Institute,
66 S. seventh St.
Call 286-3313.
MEChA
Meeting. 2p.m. Chicano
Resource Center, Wahkmist
Library, third floor.
Call 246-2565.
School of Art Design
Student galleries art extdbi
Carrie There, MFA exhibit
Helen Wad, mixed media;
Robert Talbott, painting;
Rochelle Stingebud, painting;
and
Riya Devine, paind
t,
bin
"20/21
4p.m. Art
Call 9244330.

Friday

The lastessing Hour
The SJSU Percussion
Ensemble will perform music
by Rouse, Tchaikovsky and
Ozone.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.

MECIsk
Latin jazz ensemble
,mance.leOpart.t

French Club
Meeting and conversations in
French. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, Jazzland
Cafe. Call 283-0753.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Carrie Shore, MFA exhibit;
Helen Wood, mixed media;
Robert Talbott, painting;
Rachelle Stangeland, painting;
Riya Desine, painting; and
"20/21 vision: hindsight,
insight, foresight" II a.m.4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Associated Students
=Board
ear model search.
12:30psn. Student Union,
Ballroom. Call 924-6261.

,
111111CbA ,
Workshop on the history of
Chico de M.!yo. Noon-lpin.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 924-7919,

Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
202. Call 924-8759.
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PEOPLE
Last chance to see Sharon Stone naked
Actress will go nude for right script
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - Any( Mt Whit wants to
cast a naked Sharon Stone in a movie better hurry
up.
"If somebody says to me the movie is going to
make $5 million if you take off your clothes ... lain
probably not going to do it, Stone told TV’s
"Extra" in an interview fin- broadcast Thursday.
"But if it has a value that I can comprehend.
then I probably would. But the sooner the better
because I am not getting any younger," the 37
year-old actress said.
Stone, who was promoting her role as a deathrow inmate in the film "Last Dance," said she was
eager to do the gritty role.
"1 never get scripts like this. They must have
confused my mail with someone else," she said.
The film opens Friday.

Fonda works to change society
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Wearing dark glasses to
hide an "unglamorous case of pink eye," Jane
Fonda told youth workers to keep urging girls to
stay in school and avoid pregnancy.
"We’ve got to create a new norm, a new cultural
norm," Fonda said Tuesday to the Minnesota
Organization
on
Adolescent
Pregnancy,
Prevention and Parenting.
"A norm that will say, ’It’s cool to stay in school,
it’s really great to stay healthy and work out and
not get AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases. It’s
really manly to be caring and considerate and not
coercive."’
Fonda, 58, said she got interested in high rates
of teen pregnancy after attending the 1994 U.N.
population conference in Cairo. The actress is vice
president of the Turner Foundation, a private
grant-making group founded by her husband,
media magnate Ted Turner.

Carew dispute cleared by airline
EAGAN, Minn. (AP) - Northwest Airlines is
blaming a dispute between baseball Hall of Famer
Rod Carew and a flight attendant on "poor communication" and will not punish the employee, an
airline spokesman said.
The former Minnesota Twin told the Orange
County Register last week that he and his wife
were nearly kicked off the plane on their way
home from their daughter’s funeral April 21 in St.
Louis Park, Minn.
Carew told the Register that the flight attendant
roughly handled a portrait of his daughter.
Michelle, 18, who died April 17 after a seven month battle with leukemia. He also said the
attendant was rude to him.
"We all have deep sympathy for the Carews and
for their loss," Northwest spokesman Jon Austin
said Tuesday. But airline officials decided after
talking with the flight attendant and crew that no
punishment or reprimand would result, he said.
"We don’t believe the flight attendant did anything wrong or that he deserved a reprimand,"

rfor.m.
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Austin said fit h,,. tam en employee toi 17
years and has recekru our customer commendations for service. I think he feels as badly as anyone.’
The Carews said they had no comment on the
airline’s dirt ISO ill
Austin said the crew Was timmare that the
(:arews had lust tome from a funeral

World’s tallest Woman: Different is OK
INDIANAPOLIS (Al’) - The world’s tallest
woman wants kids to know its OK to be different.
That’s why she’s Starring in a new video aimed at
teaching schoolchildren that being different in
any way - from size liii,lor - doesn’t make anyone inferior.
"When 1 went tit school, I Was taller than eSerybody else, they made fun of me, teased me, called
me names, hurt my feelings quite a bit," Sandy
Allen told Indianapolis public school students earlier this week.
At 7 feet 7 1/4 iii, hi-s. Sandy Allen is tied with a
Pakistani man for the title of tallest person in the
world, according to the Guinness Book of World
Records.
Weighing only 6 pounds at birth, Allen. now 40,
began growing faster than normal babies, and was
6 feet 3 inches by age 10.

Howard triumphs where Craven failed
SANTA ROSA (Al’) - Movie director Ron
Howard has done what Wes Craven couldn’t won approval to use Santa Rosa High School as
the backdrop for a movie.
The city school board Tuesday night approved
unanimously and with little debate a permit for
Howard to film at the school May 24-25. The district gets $5,000 from Howard’s company.
Petaluma Productions.
Howard is directing "Inventing the Abbotts," a
movie about two families growing up in a small
midwestern town in the 1950s, said Doug Bower,
district assistant superintendent for business.
On April 16, the board rejected Craven’s
request to use the high school for scenes for
"Scary Movie."
Craven had offered $30,000 hir the right to use
the school. The board, which had originally
approved the plan, changed their minds after
reading Ow I ipt, which contains profanity and
xenes de pi,
ter11-Agers

Walters had a thing for Eastwood
LOs \ GELLS (Al’) - After 20 years of
celebi IR and newsmaker interviews, who was it
that really made Barbara Walters’ heart Butter?
"I don’t think anybody has ever asked Ille who
Was most attracted to," Walters told TVs "Extra" in
an interview for broadcast Wednesday. "I certainly
was attracted to Chin Eastass Hitt, but he’s tins married.
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CHINESE CUISINE-FOOD TO GO

Tioti s

*Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

*Mandarin & Schechuan
*Box Lunches to Go
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%t 131 E. Jackson Street
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The Dark Side of Nature.

vt

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPEN DAILY
11:30-9:00 pm

294-3303 or 998-9427
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Woods
111.1111=
breaks
PAC-10
record
Briefs

Emni Alen I

Unsung Heroes Series
The Spartan Daily will
be running a series
called "The Unsung
Hereos." It will be dedicated to those athletes who contributed
to their team in a special or different way.
The series will run the
week of May 6-10.
Badminton
The SJSU badminton
team finished its sea
son 8-0 in its first season.

Men s Golf
Stanford University finished in fourth place
at the Pacific-10
Conference men’s
golf championships
The Cardinal finished
with a total of 1,483.
Cardinal golfer Tiger
Woods finished first
with a tournament
total of 270 points.

Baseball
The SJSU baseball
team played Cal
State Hayward in a
make-up game on
Wednesday. The
results were not yet
available.

Schedule
,,, 11,1, 1

Baseball
SJSU takes on Long
Beach State Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
at Muni Stadium at 7
p.m., and 1 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

Softball
SJSU takes on Pacific
University at Twin
Creeks Complex at 1
p.m., Saturday. This is
the Spartans last game
of the season.

Men’s Golf
SJSU’s next meet is the
NCAA West Regionals,
May 16 & 17, at
Stanford, IBA.
Women’s Golf
SJSU heads to NCAA
West Regional
Championships on
May 9 at Lincoln,
Nebraska.

NEWPORT BEACH,
Calif. (AP) Tiger
Woods shot a 1 -underpar 71 in Wednesday’s
final round of the
Pacific-10 Conference
men’s golf championships, giving him a
tournament-record
total of 270 and a 14stroke victory.
Woods, a sophomore at
Stanford, broke the Pac-10 record
of 273 set by Corey Pavin of
UCLA 14 years ago at the
Corvallis, Ore., Country Club.
Parin is now one of the top players on the PGA Tour.
Woods finished 18 shots under
par in the 72-hole tournament at
Big Canyon Country Club, a
6,875-yard, par-72 layout. He shot
coursea
record 61 in
first
the
Fortunate
round; a 65
in the second round, ly, I came
and a 73 in
the
third around at the
round.
end and
Woods,
who grew up started
nearby
in
Cypress, has making my
been an honorary mem- putts.
ber of Big
Tiger Woods
Canyon
since he was Stanford golfer
16. Woods,
who has won
six of the 12
college tournaments he has played in this
year, birdied his final three holes
to break Parin’s record.
"...Fortunately, I came around
at the end and started making my
putts," Woods said. "My goal
today was to get to 20 (under
par)."
Birk Nelson of Oregon State
and Brian Hull of Southern
California tied for second place in
the individual competition at 284.
Nelson had a 68 in the final
round and Hull had a 72.
Chris Hanell of Arizona State
was third at 287, followed by
Gareth Davies of California at 288
and Joey Snyder of Arizona State
at 291. Nick Mann of California
and Scott Johnson and Pat Perez
of Arizona State tied for seventh
at 293.
Arizona State won the team
competition with a 1,456 total.
USC finished second at 1,473, followed by California at 1,478;
Stanford at 1,483; Oregon State at
1,485;
Arizona
at
1,495;
Washington at 1,509; Washington
State at 1,512, UCLA at 1,515, and
Oregon at 1,527.
UNLV won the Big West
Conference Championships on
Tuesday with San Jose State
University finishing second.
Spartan Arron Oberholser took
first place with scores of 68-73-69
and won his sixth tournament of
the year.
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Winning them all, badminton club goes 8-0

Spartans finish strong but
title taken by UC Davis
By William Jeske
%par un Oily Staff Writer
I he Spli badminton club was resurrected this semester and ended this season with
a perfect 8-0 record. However, the victory is
as empty as the trophy cup awarded to
University of California, Davis.
According to SJSU badminton club president Yen Huynh, the nebulous criteria by
which the participating badminton clubs of
California colleges was to score by matches
and not meets. The SJSU badminton team
had been assuming scores were accumulated by meets.
The former executive director of the
Northern
California
Intercollegiate
Badminton League, Hing Chen, said that
UC Davis won more matches but SJSU won
more meets.
’We didn’t know that in order for the
whole team to win, everyone had to win. It
was confusing," Huynh said.
UC Davis had been No. 1 for the last
three years and this season accumulated 85
points whereas SJSU accumulated 74. But
Huynh said some of the points UC Davis
earned were more by dumb luck than by
skill.
"The weird thing is how they won was
during one of (UC Davis’) tri-meets, when it
played against Stanford, Stanford only had
four people," Huynh said. "So (Stanford)
gave up. It defaulted nine points. So Davis
wasjust given nine points."
Jenny Lin, the UC Davis Badminton Club
contact could not be reached for comment.
Huynh said that the bylaws were voted in
last year by other badminton club presidents. Since the SJSU badminton club hadn’t formed yet, it didn’t have a say in the
meets-or-match issue.
"For next year’s league (the presidents)
have decided we’re going to go by meets
instead of matches. It makes more sense
that way," Huynh said. "We want to play as a
team, not as individuals."
Though UC Davis is claiming the large
cup trophy, some SJSU badminton players
won temporary ownership trophies on
which their names will be engraved but will
need to return to next year’s winners.
Winners in men’s singles were SJSU’s

FILE Primo
BOTTOM LEFT: Cyrus Bhunsuli, Moises Luy, Marie Nove and Minh Tran. TOP LEFT:
An Nguyen, Jason Wang, Mai Phan, Yen Huynh, Tom Hugnh, Phuong Mai, Raymond
Wong, Ony Sethawat, and Tuan Ly.

That’s why we’re upset that
we lost the title because (the
SJSU team) deserved it. We had
a lot of people who tried hard.
Anna Marie Nool
SJSU badminton player
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Cyrus Bhansuly and Ong Sethwat. In nit-ti’s
doubles Bhansuly and Moises Luy won. For
mixed doubles the cup went to SJSU’s Luy
and Anna Marie Nool.
Nool said that the only permanent award
isa certificate.
Huytih said she isn’t too sure how strong

next year’s club will be since most of this
season’s members are graduating. The fall
badminton season begins in November.
-That’s why we’re upset that we lost the
title because (the SJSU team) deserved it.
We had a lot of people who tried hard,"
Nool said.
Yen said there was an SJSU badminton
team several years ago which lost prominence and she took it upon herself to resurrect it.
"Badminton used to be a sport you played
in your backyard, but it’s recognized in the
Olympics now," Huynh said in late March.
Gong Chen, the badminton club’s faculty
advisor added "It’s a very good lifetime
sport. You can play it all you life.
"Mentally, it is a very important tool,"
Chen said of badminton’s benefits. "It
makes people become real smart. You have
to seek out your opponent and find weaknesses."

Bulls sweep Miami Heat in first round of playoffs

Bad back and all, Jordan paves the way
MIAMI (AP) A bad back
couldn’t stop Michael Jordan, and
neither could the Miami Heat.
Playing in pain, Jordan scored
26 points Wednesday night to lead
the Chicago Bulls past Miami 11291 for a sweep of their first-round
playoff series.
Scottie Pippen added his 17th
career triple-double for Chicago
with 22 points, 18 rebounds and 10

assists. Pippen’s rebound total tied
a career high.
The Bulls’ three victories in the
best-of-5 series were by an average
of 23 points. They’ll meet the New
York )(nicks in a best-of-7 series
beginning Sunday in Chicago.
Jordan scored 17 points in the
first 14 minutes as Chicago raced
to a 42-25 lead. But for the second
game in a row, he gave the Bulls a

scare by leaving in the first half
because of a back injury.
This time he hurt it driving to
the basket when Keith Askins
grabbed him around the waist with
both arms.
Jordan laid on his back by the
bench for several minutes and
received treatment from a trainer,
who tugged on the superstar’s long
legs. lordan then returned to the

game midway through the second
quarter. He was 7-for-11 before
being jarred by Askins, then went
3-for-12 the rest of the way.
Nonetheless, Jordan played 33
minutes and led Chicago’s scoring
for the third consecutive game. His
crowning moment was a no-look,
back-to-the-basket, over-the-head
layup to make the score 74-55 late
in the third quarter.

Knicks sweep Cavaliers, play with fire in fourth quarter
NEW YORK (AP) The New
York Knicks survived a terrible
fourth quarter after celebrating a
bit too early and swept their firstround playoff series from the
Cleveland Cavaliers with an 81-76

victory Wednesday night,
The Knicks, who opened a 19point lead in the second quarter
and seemed to be cniising in the
third, went scoreless for more than
five minutes in the final period

and fell into a 70-70 tie with 4:51
left. John Starks, who taunted
Cleveland coach Mike Fratello late
in the third quarter when the
Knicks led by 13, made his fifth 3pointer of the game and 14th of
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the series with 3:22 left to build the
lead back to five.
Cleveland never got closer than
two down the stretch even
though Patrick Ewing missed five
of six free throws in the final 2:04.

ON CAMPUS BY JAY VALES
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CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Erie, learning about Irish, Scottish.
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408) 927-7925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST RPORNSIER Rase $500 n 5
dais-Greeks, Grass. Otte, mantled
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation 1-800862-1982 er.3a
STUDENT DENTAL KAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3096. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

SHARED HOUSING

ENERGETIC HANDYMAN needed
for plumbing, painting. etc., for
rental properties. Please be
reliable, neat, good attitude.
$6/hour to start. Call 282-1505.
HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24 Aug. 16. Salary $9.00
per hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 3548700 x26.
SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
Independent Living Skills to
Developmentally Disabled Adults
in the community. Must have the
desire to impart knowledge and
develop working relationships.
Spanish speaking preferred. Car
With insurance helpful. $7.21/hr
to start. with benefits at full time.
2030/*rs per wk. Call 2484484.
VALET PARKERS PIT, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite,
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
*tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
POOL MANAGER:
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 $13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept, 354-8700x26.

DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst.
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT, 15X19, Leader. Call 370.1877 or apply in
near SJSU. Private bath, large person at Southwest YMCA.
closet. washer & dryer. $500/mo. 13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.
Call Robin 283-9150. Avail 5/1.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
FOR RENT
for the following positions:
FRONT DESK:
2 BR/MA 571 S. 7th, $700/mo.
Guest Service Agent
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
PBX Operator
cable ’TV and parking. No smokers
Bell Person
or pets. 268-0439.
HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
House Person
deal. pelt. sober & firma* rescal.
FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
sitie adult $603/mordep. Awal 6/1
Apply in Person:
angle occupancy. 551653 So. 6th
1801 Barber L.n. Milpitas.
SL 492-8828 or 292-3239, Lloyd.
Job Hotline 943-0600, ext. 151.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
STUDIOS FOR RENT $295/MO.
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
WANTED - BAND & ORCHESTRA
Rent Includes Utilities.
Instranent Salesperson. Looking for
Across fron SJSU. Parking
someone with retail experience,
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
knowledge of band & orchestra
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail.
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
Call Alanc 286-6058
The Starving Musician 5549041.
or Powell 2974823.
TEACHERS/AIDES. Full time and
2 DORM. APARTMENT $800/610.
part time positions avail. immed.
for two preschools in South San
Security type building
Secure Parking
Jose area. Teachers: Chik1 Center
permit preferred & 12 units ECE
Close In
required. Aides: units not req. Call
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Growth & Opportunity 779-1943.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
DANCE/DRUM/ART specialise
needed for fine art day camp. Call
370-1877 for info or apply in person at southwest YMCA. 13500
FOR SALE
Quito Rd. Saratoga.
DESCRAMBLER-MOST SYSTEMS
or picture-in -picture on any TV. WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
408681-2380. Lv. msg. anytime. June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $7.44.
$9.04 /Tv. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 3548700 x26.

COMPUTERS ETC,
FOR SALE

SWIM INSTRUCTORS/LFHIUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
$S WE PAY TOP CASH $E
For Old/Used Computer
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
Memory 8) CPU’s.
lesson for ages 6 months 8. up. The
We Buy/Tradern/Sell
primary responsibilities of the lifeMemory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
guard is the safety of all patrons
1-800-808-8356.
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
preferred, however not required.
EMPLOYMENT
All employees must be certified
NEEDED.
in First Aid. CPR, and Lifeguarding.
PERSON
DELIVERY
THE SPARTAN DAILY is acoeptirg Instructors must be WSI certified.
applications for Fall ’96 semester. Salary is based upon experience.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
HOURS: 7am - 9am.
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
DAYS: Monday Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly daily. Call 249.5699.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on PT RECEPTIONIST for bus comm.
campus & recycle old newspapers company. Must be professional,
into the campus recycling bins. self-motivated, eager to learn,
CA License & DMV printout is multi-tasked. reliable! Hours are
required, if hired. Apply at the 8:00am to 1:30pm. Mon. thru Fri.
Spartan Daily. Dwight Bentel Hall, Call 13nncla 277-0700.
Room. 203, now through May 12.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS - telecommunications marketing.
Oakridge Mall. Position open for Highly motivated people move
shift manager. Flex hours. Call ahead quickly in this exciting
network marketing approach. Join
George - 229-2008.
the fastest growing industry. If you
are serious about your future you
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has need to check this out! Call John
openings on Tues. and Wed. at 800266-6245 ext. 33422.
mornings. Shifts are eight hours
and begin at 5am. Send resume
or call 356-2136.
AS Adventures needs instructors
for our Fall ’96 Massage Therapy
and Self Defense courses. Martial
Arts okay. Cert/Exp necessary.
Please call 924,6218.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for Fitness
Center, Front Desk & Childcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department. Apply in person
356-2136.
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of S.1.- $9.52/hr,
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call
for more info. 277-3208.
FRESHERS LEMONADE
Flexible hours available
408.7345204
local Amusement Pale/Stadiums
%YORK OUTDOORS WITH FRIDGE
College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
req. $6-810/hr. Work In Mt. View,
LA Hills. Call 415-497-5434 ext. 2
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobenk
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family
health club in Los Gatos is
Seeking experienced swim
Instructors for immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA inst.
certification, CPR. First Aid, &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Cell 356-2138 for info.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT
for FREE! Teach English in Japan,
For interview FAA resume to
510-727-1139. Salary. 530K.
http://www.trendjapan.com .

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6an. M-F during the
school year, turns into FIT (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. %Int. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
ARTS & CRAFTS FIRM needs Janet at 354-8700x23. Not and.
people. Varied duties, semi-fun school year? Cali for summer em.
job. FT/FT. Also* could use a Mac ployment lifeguards. oa’rrp leadersi
Tutor & someone familiar with silk
screening. Bob, 984-4020.
$257,000. My 2nd war income
2 years out of college. Not
CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTORS multrievel. just an honest
$10.00- $1800 per hour
way to make good money.
Cali Kym at 406245-SWIM.
Call 800-9461690. Free info.
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
SJSU needs general help. FT/PT Sports Instructor, Lifeguards
flextime. Good lob. Ed. 293-3763. SUMISIER OPENINGS: Lifeguards,
Swim hstruaors, Camp Carselors,
NEED EXTRA $$$ when you’re and Sports Camp Instructors.
not in class? To the tune of $90 a Accepting applications at the
day? Then we need you!! Join the South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
team at Alum Rock Elem. School Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.
Dist. as a sub teacher. Min req:
BA, Passing Score on CBEST, SUMMER JOBS! Roughing It Day
Emergency Cred & Great Attitude. Camp- a traditional outdoor camp
Bil. Span. preferred. Contact: in SF East Bay. Hiring full season:
Heather (*rhos. Sub Coord. 258 Group Counselors; Instructors:
4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist. horseback ride / swim / fish /
2930Gay Ave, San Jose CA95127. canoe / row / crafts / sports /
mtn. biking / rock climbing.
MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL References, experience and
We need 3 individuals willing to excellent DMV. 5.10283-3795.
work hard for above average
income. Part-time. Full-time. TEACHER: Before & After School
408.988.1760.
Program, F/T. Paid medical,
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS units required. Resume to:
Must be dependable & have own Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
by working around your schedule. San Jose, CA, 951.25. EOE.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
advancement opportunities.
TELEMARKETING
Please call Washington Inventory Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Service at 408/2948196.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourty, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protectve Service
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
FUMBLE HOURS
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
FT/PT/Weekends only
Downtown
408-4940200
Campbell
S7-$9
408-3642700
Unarmed security officers
Office positions also available.
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Training/Uniforms provided
Day Camp, Spats Camp& Speciaity
Military experience a plus
Camp Director & Leader applications
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE being accepted at the Central
1-800-385-9419
YMCA. Applicants must be eneror apply in person
getic, enjoy working outdoors,
591W. Hamilton0SenTanas Exp. have previous experience working
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
with youth & have the ability to
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info,
COLLEGE STUDENT TO DO’ UST contact the YMCA at 298.17170f
_Register for class _Roommate stop by 1717 The Alameda, Sin Jcee.
_Place
Place to love _Student loan _Buy
_FlND A JOB!!* _Strike TEACH INDEPENDENT LIVING
up a conversation with that nice Skills to Developmentally
bolting person I met at registration. Disabled Adults in the community.
We can’t help you with every- Must have the desire to impart
thing but we may be able to help knowledge and develop working
you with a job.
relationships. Spanish speaking
Would you like a position that preferred. Car with insurance
wrIl canciiment you class schedule? helpful. $7.21/hr to start, with
Positions availabie thotehout San benefits at full time. 20-30/hrs
Jose. Sava ()era, Retrial & Milpitas. per week. Cad 248.4484.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
Apply Mt 8am-5pm.
and rewarding job? Become a
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
teacher or a subsitute for our
carer Scott/San Tomas.
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
ADMIN ASST, PARTTIME, Ilex students. Most teacher positions
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
& friendly individual with excellent positions are perfect for those
verbal communication and typing who have only one or two afterspeed of 50 wpm. Must be detail noons available. Units in ECE,
oriented. Computer experience Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00 Please call Small World Schools
per hour to start. Fax resume at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
to 408/993-0759. attn: John.
SARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
Temporary Permanent
area Full-time/parttime openings.
Part-Time
We are a small agency with big Call today 1-415-968.9933.
contacts! Come in today, bring International Bartenders School.
your resume & tell us about yoursett We want to get to know you!
$40,000/YR INCOME
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
potential. Home Typists/PC
*Administrative Assistant
users. Toll Free 1-800-898Clerical
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
*Customer Service
Receptionist
TEACHERS/TEACHER AWES
FT/PT positions with infants.
*Accounting
Tech Support
toddlers, preschool & school age.
*Sales/Marketing
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Invited.
We’re here to help you!
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Today
Call Action Day Nurseries.
CAREER RESOURCES
408-996-1437.
Personnel Service
869 El Camino Real
Menb Park
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
(415) 3286687 (415) 328-4526 FT/PT School-age chilckare (6+ ECE)
preferred. M.F. 2-6 flex. Looking
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOW! for fun creative people who are
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to willing to make a difference.
5450/week. Jobs filled on first Summer opportunity also availcome, first serve basis. Call able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
408-249-84-46.
at 408-370.1877.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SECURITY. ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Der, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Call or aopy ii damn McnSur 77
408.286.5880.55W Malian Are.
Mien San Cabs trqPancrixr.
tehrq the Cad eV Piety Store.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Tr.’ g.pe,s, ireses. resumes,
group projects. etc. Free spelling
EUROPE $269.
and grammar check Typewriter
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Be aim* flexible arid save 1.51,
Word Processing Service/Fax
available for filling in forms. Do
Well room, beat tre airline picas
Editing/Format Specialist for
you tape interviews of people for
Destinations worldwide
Term Papers/Projects/Resurnes reports or later reference? If so,
AIRMITCNO 600-397401LS
will transcribe your tapes.
APA Tunisian
MLA
airnitchernetcorr Co..FAX machine. Notary Public.
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Work/Engirsh/Histon Will do one day turnaround when
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal international Students Welcome schedule permits. Cali Anna at
State Hayyvard’s Bangkok Sum972 4992 from Barr, to 7pm
Close to SJSU Canicus
mer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic TWO’S Ward Proceed* Serves AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
credit. June 17 to August 6. ’Resumes. School PapersFlyers Professional Word Processing!
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Powerport presentations
.Color out
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters.
VERY LOW RATES
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5 1.
HP laser II. Air formats. specializing
Cali Todayrt. 40372131137
WTRELIMMU4
APA. Spelling, punctuation arc
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. grammatical editing Free disk
There is nothing compared to
Science & English papers/tneses storage All work guaranteed,
the exhilaration experienced by
our specialty. Laser printing Free Worry free, dependabre ancl Prompt
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated spell check and storage. APA. service. To avoid disappointment.
Freefail, Turbine Aircraft
Turabian and other formats call now to reserve yO,J,
e!
SJSU student owned & operated Resumes, edit(ng, graphics Cali PAM 2472681 iEsarri-firan
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
and other services available
1-510434-7575.
Masterson’s Word Processing
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
CM Paul cr \trona 4082510449
Let me do .! iQr
Resumes. Term Papers,
SERVICES
Screenpiays APA,
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resurnes ’Term Papers
Dictaur
COCHRELL’S
Pickup / De’Letters .Tape Transcriptions
. Available
20 years experience.
707
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Julie 4Z
Member of Professional
Low Rates!
Association of Resume Writers.
408/297-3341,
Reasonable Rates
INSURANCE
Call 356.6782.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
AUTO INSURANCE
Theses, term papers, group
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now projects, resumes, mini cr micro
Campus ir-S.ranCe
accepting students who wish to cassette transcription. All formats.
Specie( Student Programs
excel in playing guitar or bass. RI Fax available. Experienced,
Serving SJSU for 20 years
levels welcome: Beginning, dependable, quick return.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Almaden/Branham area. Caii Goon Rates for Non-Good Dnvers
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Linda 408-264-4504.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
*Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL
TODAY 296-5270
PAPER
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
PERFECT
THE
FREE QUOTE
Resumes
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMA110N
NO HASSLE
Research Papers
’Manuscripts, etc.
1.900-622-COPS
NO OBUGATIONAI
Worked with SJSU Students &
Personal Safety
so open Saturdays 9-2.
Home security
Faculty for over 15 years. Quico,
Vehicle security
TUrnatOUrld. 10 minutes from SJSU.
Child safety
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Consumer assist
from 8am-6pm 014081937.0373.
information
Certain advertisements In
$1.70- mar. (9-min max)
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
these columns may refer the
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Wordprocessing and Typng.
reader to specific telephone
THE CORUNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Academic/Bus, work accepted
numbers or addresses for
Bus. M., 408683-5723.
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab
additional Information.
Expert in APA format 14th ed.)
Classified
readers should be
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
PrinterWP5.1/6.0 Laser
Fax
reminded that when making
subject. Why suffer and get poor 7 Days a Week 7:00am-9:00pm
these
further
contacts they
grades when help is Just a call
Suzanne Scott
should require complete
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former (51014410604 or (510:4E139794
Information
before
sending
college teacher) assists with
money for goods a services.
research & writing. Tutorial also
PROOFREADING EDITING
addition,
In
readers
should
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential,
& Word Processing.
carefully Investigate at firms
Convenient Peninsula location.
Get your papers edited before
offering
employment
listings
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
they are graded; A pushed
acoupons for discount
Samples & references available.
Paper improves grades
vacations or merchandise
Chinese & other languages
Free pickup and delivery.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
18 years business experience.
For free tips, tools and ideas on
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
how to improve your writing.
(408) 241-0513
visit our user-friendly Webste
at http://www.aclplus.com
Regular email: aci@netcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254505...ask for Dania

WORD PROCESSING

TRAVEL

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time. am/pm shrtts, flex hours.
Mon-Fn, Serving Downtown San
Jose Inner City Express. 22 West
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in
person - 7:30am-6pm.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG
5 FT/PT positions evadable now,
Rapid advancement! Training
provided. People personality
preferred. Call for interview.
408244-4097.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30. healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
DOES YOUR SIMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing company, Southwestern, is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.
$1750 WEIELY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posr
bons are now available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-3620 eq. N60413.
$315,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.

OPPORTUNITIES
$100,000+PO1’ENTIAL How to
make money. 150+ honest
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
check today Robert Hyatt.
Box 2428, Percellville, VA
22132-2428 Ship-Inc.

WANTED
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
415.9296515 for more info.

SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE MONEY For Your EducatIonl
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Scholarship Resource Services. editing, rewriting, ghostwriting
Essays. letters. applicatipn
408-261-8676.
statements, proposals, reports.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 etc. For more info, please call
Billion in public and private sector Dave Bolick at 5106019 554.
grants & scholarships is now VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
available. NI students are eligible
regardless of grades, income.
or parent’s income. Let us help.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Call Student Financial Services:
MEN & WOMEN
1.800263-6495 ext. F60415.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
$1,000 STUDER SCHOLARSHIPIR Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
$1,030 scholarships and venous or using chemicals. Let us perrna
awards sponsored by Packaging nently remove your unwanted hair
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Back Chest Lip Bikini - Chin
eligibility. Scholarships available for Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates receive 15% discount. First appt
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
receive 5 or more job offers.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Starting salaries from $30k-r.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell
For details, contact Or, Jorge
Marcondes, Packagng Program
(408) 379-3500.
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? I remove hair from any where
We can help. Private money.
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
No pay back. For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667. Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San lose, 993-9093.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve amts.
NI Students Receive X% Discount
REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 143008989778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baysood Ave. San Jose
247-7486.

FOR NAnavAL / AGENcr RATES cALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line

minimum
Two Three
Day
Days
Dew
3 linee
$7
$9
$5
4 lege
$10
$S
$8
$11
8 lines
$7
$11
$12
Ilk,..
$1
$10
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

5

Fee Adlnass
Dew
owle
$13 Ny &Slam
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check cr money order it
Spartan Deily Classifieds
After the flIth day, Me Inereenes by 111 per day. an Joao State University
San Jade, CA 95 1 ft 2 -04
First line (25 spaces) sel in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
Al ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
MI Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-191ines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)916.3277

Please check
one classification:
_.aMpoS Cubs’

Greek Messagee_St,1*.

.

_Rea
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found" _Health/Bea ..,*
_Volunteers*
_Sports/1h’
_Insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertarnme.
_Trace
_Computers Etc
_Tutonng
_Wentede

_Employment
Opportunities

_Word Prozeseno
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed In person In
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads ere offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

DAILY
CROSSWORD
arl.Slt 17.
ACROSS
1 Hymn
6 Hog’s sound
11 Loud
13 Get ready
15"- and Old
Lace"
16 Raised
17 Yelps
18 Fame
20 Children a
game
21 Poem
22 Earns as a profit
23 Nip
24 Stick one s out
26 Love. at
Wimbledon
27 AKC concern
28 Attendant
30 Bizarre
31 Wee
32 Turnpike
33 Angrily
35 Hesitates
38 Regretfully
39 Bungle
40 ’Anna and the
King of
42 Conceal
43 Eat to lose
weight
44 Billiard stick
45 Pnest’s garment
46 Edged past
48 Type style
49 Phoning. old
style
51 Leopards
spot
53 Increase
54 Commenced
55 Luste
56 F sh f nde

JIJi.uppeur in the Puxt

MONO MOM@ WOMB
MOM 0000 MMOO
UORUMUMUMOMURRO
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MOWURO MGM:UR
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UMW
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RWOOORM MMUMMO
MOO (40013 MOU
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!DOOM MOWN MOOR
OWN MAUR RUOMM
0,9960,441dNist.m.S,,dwak.

DOWN
1 Marches
2 Distrust
3 High cards
4 Actor Chaney
5 American
naturalist
6 Gets bigger
7 Riding strap
8 - and downs
9 Smarter
10 Paid for
another’s
dinner
it Synthetic fabric
12 Landscape
13 Snapshot
14 Trimmed
19 Social misfit
23 Some
newlyweds
25 Pot

26
27
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
43
46
4-’
0

Comical
Flap, as wings
Sly
Lobo
Roof beams
Saluting

Eccentric

person
Oil or coal
Soft cheese
Amble
Hue
Gnats cousin

Distributed

Small dents
Gentlemen
Specks
Nnn-floweong

50 Philosophe
- -au
52 - Paulo. B

azii

maim ummommu
maim
mommum
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mum=
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Shops: To lease or not to lease, that is the question A.S.

From page 1
enstu e integn ts he said this has been going
on for a while mid she feels students should get
more involved rather than relying on one person like Simmons to raise these issues.
"Part of the problem is students come and
students go," she said. "I hope that (Simmons)

does it

was that will he pro-as Use

iit a

to stu-

dents."

Liming said the idea of leasing out services is
not new and the concerns of private vendors
on campus competing with off-campus vendors
will rise again as it did five years ago.
"I think what you will see out of this board is
that it is particularly sensitive to students," he

said.
Kassing points to some privatization already
on campus with Jazzland Coffee as a successful
implementation of leasing out.
"I think its going to work out," Kassing said.
"It does not mean there is not going to be some
tension."

Wu: exposing China’s human rights violations
From page 1
Wu told the audience. "Today in
China I’m a convict-criminal.
What’s’ my crime? I’m guilty’ of
stealing state secrets, it’s true."
He received a double sentence
totaling 15 years but did not have
to serve the time and was subsequently released. The sentence
was stricdy a political move.
"They bought the (airplane)
tickets before the trial," he said.
He kept the tickets, showing the
purchase date, as a reminder of
his luck.
"Last year 1 was surprised I
received a visa," said Wu. When
recalling his arrest. Wu said, "The
police said ’),Ve have been waiting
for you.’"
itLater, a guard at his detention
site said to him, "You have to know
now that you are the number one
trouble maker to China."
Most of Wu’s recognition comes
from his secret videotaping, featuring himself and CBS 60 Minutes’
Ed Bradley in a documentary
exposing the exportation of prison
labor goods to the U.S. as an official Chinese policy, violating trade

with China doesn’t. Representing
laws.
In a secretly filmed British business interests in China, they
Broadcasting Corporation docu- formed to counter Wu’s treatment
mentary. Wu exposed a gruesome as a hero and talk of his nominapractice of selling executed pris- tion for a Nobel Peace Prize at the
oner’s body organs to hospitals in time of his arrest in China last
Hong Kong for use in transplants year.
"The
for wealthy westpurpose (of
erners.
Both
my activism) is
were
videos
not to try to
shown Tuesday
I want the word
find a way to
night. Wu has
ban the
also
appeared laogai to become a word
before Congress
products," Wu
in every dictionary in
said.
numerous times.
Recounting
His
daring
his 19 years in
entrances into every country in the
the laogai sysChina, first while world.
tem, he said "I
he was still a
Chinese
Harry Wu can’t turn my
back to my
have
citizen,
human rights leader
own people
made him a hero
and inmates."
in the U.S. and
Wu
is
opened the door
for discussion of human rights in critical of President Bill Clinton’s
recent renewal of China’s most
China.
"I want the word laogai to favored nation status, in which
become a word in every dictionary Clinton delinked the status from
in every country in the world," he the country’s heinous human
said. Silicon Valley’s Concerned rights record.
"Today many people I find out
Citizens’ for Rational Relations
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most of them have a business
interest in China. They recognize
China will become a giant, but
they fail to consider what kind of
giant," Wu told the audience.
He said capitalism is booming
in China, and the people are
sedate because of some piecemeal
reform. "But we know that capitalism does not mean democracy," he
said.
Wu said he likes the U.S.’
approach to China-U.S. trade in
light of their blatant and alarming
human rights violations to the rise
of fascism in Germany in the mid1930s. Concentration camps existed then, "but the West turned a
blind eye," he said.
Answering questions from the
audience regarding what drives
him to risk his life to expose the
abuses, Wu said, "Maybe I’m just
crazy or stubborn ... it’s sometimes too much for me."
Reckoning with his luck about
escaping his 19 year internment in
the Chinese laogai, he said, "I’m
so lucky they didn’t destroy my
brain.

May Day still marched in foreign lands
HAVANA (AP) Red flags and
by the collapse of its socialist allies
their sovereignty.
The European Union said in Europe.
portraits of revolutionary heroes
The economy is projected to
bobbed above the heads of hun- Wednesday that it would open
dreds of thousands of marchers consultations in the World Trade grow by 5 percent this year, and
Wednesday as Cubans called out Organization, the first step toward Castro boasted that Cuba had
weathered the storm without sacriby President Fidel Castro marched solving disputes in the body.
As if to demonstrate his defi- ficing universal health care, social
in a May Day parade.
The march began with Pedro ance of the newly tightened U.S. security or the most extensive eduRoss, the head of the Cuban labor sanctions, Castro earlier declared cation system in Latin America.
"The revolution is stronger than
movement, shouting "Socialism or that Cuban socialism is stronger
ever," Castro said.
death! Fatherland or death! We than ever.
"We are so satisRussian
will be victorious!"
leader Boris
Loudspeakers blared patriotic fied to be called
and
music as marchers in rows 50 to 60 internationalists,
We are so satisfied to Yeltsin
one of his
across filed past Castro, who to be called socialwatched from a reviewing platform ists, to be called be called internationalist, main
Communist
at the Plaza of the Revolution but communists,"
Castro
said to be called communists.
rivals in the
did not speak.
night
June presiThe May Day rally served as a Wednesday
in a three-hour
Fidel Castro dential race
protest of the Helms-Burton Act, speech closing a
Cuban president
used rallies
enacted last month by U.S. law- major gathenng
Wednesday in
makers to strangle foreign invest- of
Cuba’s
Moscow that
ment in Cuba. It was passed after Communist Party
drew 10,000
Cuba downed two airplanes from a labor movement.
to
20,000
Florida-based anti-Castro group
The speech set the stage for people as platforms for their electhat had violated Cuban air space Wednesday’s march, the first toral campaigns.
several times before.
major May Day celebration on the
In Istanbul, Turkish police
The law appears to have made island in three years.
clashed with a banned leftist group
some businesses reconsider investIt was meant to provide evi- at a May Day rally and two people
ments in Cuba, but has also rallied dence of renewed confidence and were killed and 20 were injured,
international support for Cuba resources as Cuba recovers from a including 15 policemen.
from nearly all U.S. allies, who disastrous economic crisis caused
Communist Party officials had
consider the law a violation of
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gone door-to-door, workplace-toworkplace, recruiting people to
take part in Wednesday’s march in
the Cuban capital.
Officials said they expected 1
million people but initial estimates
at the start of Wednesday’s march
were at least 200,000.
Cuban officials say they will not
retreat from the free-market
reforms that have helped them
survive the economic crisis, but
the congress of 1,900 Communist
labor leaders, the first in five years,
displayed clear signs that many
feel some of the reforms have
gone far enough.
The labor movement reflects
the feelings of many Cubans who
have not benefited from reforms:
resentments at rising prices in free
farmers markets and increasing
wealth accumulated by people
who have entered small-scale private businesses.
The union represents 3 million
of Cuba’s 4.6 million workers.
Castro attended all three days of
the conference, underscoring its
importance.

From page I
to continue funding the center
from a reserve account so
money is not taken from student fees.
President-elect Jerry Simmons
was opposed to the idea.
"The cost was not thought
through," Simmons said. "If we
spend that (reserve money) we
may not have the money we
need (for other expenses).
Denelle Fedor, A.S. director
of California state affairs, disagreed.

Olympic torch travels
LAS
VEGAS
(AP)
town Las Vegas.
Thousands of people lined the
Crowds began arriving early at
glitzy Las Vegas Strip Wednesday the dam and, by the time the runnight to cheer on a dozen runners ners arrived from Kingman, Ariz.,
who passed the Olympic torch as just before noon, people were
the energy-filled daylong trek crowded on both sides of U.S.
through southern Nevada drew to Highway 93.
a close.
"This is a real special moment
"This was an absolutely incredi- in my life," said Martha Watson, as
ble experience," said Fritsi she paced along the highway waitEricson of Reno, after walking the ing for her turn to run with the
torch for half a mile along a sec- torch. "The Olympics are the
tion of the Strip. "I can’t tell you most important part of my life
when I’ve been more proud."
right now."
Ericson, head of the RenoWatson, a casino dealer at
based Nevada Women’s Fund, Caesars Palace, is a four-time track
said she was selected by that city’s and field Olympian and will be
United Way because of her involved in the Atlanta games, as
involvement in women’s issues.
manager of the U.S. women’s
Cheering throngs of people team.
waved American flags as Ericson
"This is emotionally overhanded off the torch in front of whelming," said Gordon Mills of
the Treasure Island resort to Buzz Boulder City, Nev., who stood waitAllen, president of Bank of ing for the runners, holding a
torch from the 1984 Olympics in
America in Reno.
The torch wound its way down Los Angeles. "We need more of
the Strip and into the downtown this kind of thing in our country,
area where Mayor Jan Jones to get our spirit back. There are
joined other dignitaries in a finale so many negatives today."
Mills was manager of a Los
at the Fremont Street Experience.
The torch then was placed on a Angeles company that provided
train for a trip back to Barstow, 7,500 security guards for the 1984
Calif.
games. He said he bought the
"You can’t imagine what it was torch from an Olympic official.
like walking along with everyone
Workers with the Bureau of
waving and cheering," Ericson Reclamation, which operates the
giant dam straddling the Arizonasaid.
Ericson was one of 119 torch Nevada border, were disappointed
bearers who participated in the when the unveiling a huge
cross country run Wednesday American flag for the event was
from the Hoover Dam to down- wrecked by fickle winds.

No Other Job Hu INN kb!
(")
GREAT AKERICA.

repay the debt through an orderly
sale of his assets, which mainly
include real estate and stock,
Karcher owns homes in San
Clemente and Mexico’s Cabo San
Lucas and the CKE Restaurants
Inc. headquarters building in

Anaheim.
He holds 1.3 million shares of
stock in CKE Restaurants, the parent of Carl’s Jr., valued at nearly
$27 million.

CASH FOR YOUR CLOTHES
WE BUY

YOUR CLOTHES.

WE PAY BEFORE YOU LEAVE:

YOU GET 40% IN CASH NOW
OF WHAT WE WILL SELL THEM FOR.
AVERAGE CLOSET-FULL NETS $25.00 To $200.00

No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY*

Positions open now:
Food Service Supervisor
Regale Training Supervisor
Security Officer
Electronics Helper
Information Center Specialist
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Don’t have a lot of time, but want in on all the
fun? CONCERT USHERS are needed now!
Apply in person at 2401 Agnew Road, Santa Clara, 95054,
WE’RE OPEN EVERYDAY: MaidayFriday, 9 am. to 7
p.m., weekends, 9 am to 5 p.m. JUST WALK IN!
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The Ultimate Thril In Employment!

SHAPE UP FOR SUMMER!

(city Celine)
minutes

W. San Carlos

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

Paramount’s Great
America is now hiring
positions which will enhance your resume and give
Nr.
you the best job perks around! After all, we’re the
ultimate thrill employer and these are not your normal
jobs! We offer valuable work experience, free
management training, lots of responsibility, free park
"."".‘’"N
admission, private ride times and many positions with
bonuses. Apply today!

Carl’s Jr. founder settles suit
IRVIN E (AP)
Carl’s Jr.
founder Carl Karcher settled a
$3.9 million lawsuit, the last major
suit of several legal actions that
resulted from his financial collapse.
Karcher settled April 18 with
dermatologist David V. Homme,
who claimed Karcher owed him
money from a real estate deal.
Andrew Puzder, Karcher’s attorney, said Wednesday that he
would not discuss terms of the settlement, citing confidentiality
agreements.
Had he been forced to pay the
$3.9 million, Karcher would have
been compelled to liquidate assets
that secured other debts.
And that, Puzder said, would
have sent the former hamburger
baron into bankruptcy.
"The patient survived the operation and he’s now recuperating,"
said accountant Ed Pasquale,
describing the three-year effort he
and other advisers have made to
repair Karcher’s ailing finances.
Karcher’s financial troubles
stem from a series of soured 1980s
real estate deals.
At one point, Karcher owed
$70 million to more than two
dozen creditors.
Karcher advisers have been able
to negotiate down much of the
debt and extend payment deadlines.
Karcher’s financial woes, however, aren’t over.
He still owes more than $50
million, much of which is secured
by real estate and stock.
The bulk of the debt involves a
$26 million bond on an Anaheim
apartment complex called Park
Vista.
Karcher also owes an entity
controlled by investor William P.
Foley II nearly $23 million for
hailing him out of a Union Bank
loan,
Puider said Karcher plans to
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"(The funding) has already
been talked through a hundred
times," Fedor said. ’We have all
the opinions to back us up from
the Board of Trustees to the
president."
The resolution was voted
down three to five.
As of Wednesday a budget still
had not been passed by the
board of directors.
"I really hope we can come
together, compromise, and get
through this budget," said
Fedor.
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Text by Mumma Glynn, Etc. Editor

Weekly

igrew up in Santa Cruz, which I always considered a small town. Everyone
always knew everyone else and one person’s business was always another’s.
My mother and I were friendly with our neighbors once she divorced her exhusband, the neighborhood drunk. We felt free now that the drunk moved out
of our house and into his ownfar away.
One day, my girlfriend and I were outside learning to skateboard when a
man staggering in our direction, fell to the ground. We immediately ran over to
him and got down close enough to discover he was still breathing. My friend was
panicking, but after one sniff of his breath, I knew he was fine. Well, maybe not
fine, but not dying.
Bob Was his name. Bob was the new neighborhood drunk. I liked Bob,
because when he was sober (which was almost never), he had a lot of very interesting things to say. When Bob was drunk, he was almost unrecognizable.
Bob was a real estate agent, had a fairly successful career and a wife named
Hillary (I never met her, but every now and than, she would come outside and
escort him back inside the house so 1 knew what she looked like). Bob and
Hillary had no children, which I always thought was a blessing. When 1 lived
with the neighborhood drunk, it was embarrassing.
One day, my friends and I were playing jump rope when Bob came stumbling
out of the house. He was cursing and carrying on like his normal drunken self.
This time however, he wore no pants.
My friends and I tried very hard not to look at Bob’s exposed penis, but he
came over to us and asked us what we thought. He held his penis in his hand
and slurred, "Look here kids!"
We tried to ignore Bob, but he stood in front of us, trying desperately to
keep his balance.
My mother and another neighbor got word of what was happening and ran
outside to gather us kids up and swiftly instruct us to go inside. We obeyed. The
cops arrived shortly to confront Bob who was now down on his knees crying.
The site was really horrific and I remember it vividly. I peered out the living
room window and watched the police hangcuff Bob. His wife was beside one of
the officers and had handed him a pair of Bob’s blue jeans.
Hillary looked humiliated. I felt sorry for her. My mother put an arm around
me and said we should be rejoicing that such a person will be behind bars, even
if it were only for a day or two.
I didn’t feel like rejoicing.
Bob was pushed inside the cop car and Hillary watched as her husband was
taken away. She turned to walk back to her house once the car was out of sight.
Her house was next to ours and I caught a glimpse of her face as she walked by.
She had tears in her eyes.
I found out later that Hillary didn’t work. Bob was the breadwinner and after
his arrest he was ordered by the court to clean up his act. He was sent to a rehabilitation center and was forced to stay there for two months. Eventually, Hillary
and Bob lost their house. They couldn’t make their mortgage payments and
were forced to sell.
Once Bob and Hillary moved out of our neighborhood, we never saw them
again.
Ittook only six months for the next neighborhood drunk to move in. I never
got to know him, just saw him every now and then and heard him scream and
yell.
I learned early in life that every neighborhood has onea drunk. My first
exposure was in my own home. My second exposure WAS Bob. It was easy to
laugh at Bob because his behavior had little impact on my life (except his penis
was the first one I ever saw). But my former stepfather subjected my mother and
Ito a very isolated life. After all, no one wants to affiliate with a drunk or a
drunk’s family.
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Text by Becki

Don’t you love it when people
aren’t profound but they try to
be? Modern music is filled with
bad analogies, painful attempts at poetic sincerity and really embarrassing
expressions of emotion. Need an example? Meet Wakeland, the perfect prototype for poetry at its shallowest.
In one of the songs on Wakeland’s
album "Magnetic," lead vocalist Chris
Sullivan uses this set of lyrics to describe
his feelings: "You’re warm like the
sun/burning my skin/shine like the
sun/burning my eyes/so cold like the
snow/freezing an ocean."
For a moment, let’s picture the creative effort that went into this
metaphor. Imagine Sullivan and the rest
of the band sitting around, brainstorming. "OK. I want to say that something
burns. OK, hmmm. How do I make this
sound really, really, really profound ...
hmmm ... burns like, uh, dirt? No,
that’s no good, dirt doesn’t burn ... OK,
burns like, uh, moisturizer? No, that’s
no good, ’cause moisturizer makes you
soft. OK, hmmm, OK I know, burns
like, duh, the SUN. Yeah."
Then, of course, follows the difficult
creative process for finding a COLD
analogy. That must have been painful.
But bad poetry aside, some bands
can at least compensate for lame lyrics
by covering them up with some creative
effects or unusual melodies. This band
fails on that level, too, and ends up
sounding mostly like a weak impression
of Buffalo Tom. The music is not only
unprolaned but also uninteresting and
utterly unentertaining. But that may not
come as much of a surprise from a band
whose claim to fame is the notable
honor of being known as "Oklahoma’s
favorite party band." Yee-hah.
I put this compact disc on while I
was at work, and I had to play it again
because I didn’t even notice it. That
should tell you something about how
memorable I thought the experience
was. Wakeland desperately needs to
come up with some kind of new

approach; it’s a pretty safe bet that most
of us are tired of the 1992 college radio
sound that they currently exemplify.
A review published in ’The Hipkey,"
(I’ve never heard of it, have you?) is
mildly perplexing in that it praises
Wakeland for being "a refreshingly normal-looking, normal-sounding, normalsong-singing foursome:" which is not
what I would call a compliment though
it was apparently intended that way.
"Normal" is a word that to me implies
that the band has done nothing to distinguish themselves from the vast population of other so-so musicians.
I love the news release for this new
compact disc; Wakeland’s public relations people try to do a nice butteringup on whomever happens to be available for a review by beginning their
introductory letter with "dear friendly
journalist."
Hear that? That’s me snickering.
But wait, it gets better. In the next
paragraph, Wakeland’s PR genius
informs friendly journalists that the
album is "music for thinkers; it’s music
to GROVE to." That’s odd, do you suppose she means that "Magnetic" is best
enjoyed by trees? Perhaps in "a small
wood or group of trees without undergrowth ..." (Webster’s Dictionary, Third
College Edition). OH, you mean it’s
music to GROOVE to. I get it.
Then, while bragging about
Wakeland’s "huge fan base," the news
release further informs friendly journalists that the band gets more than 10 emails a day. Wow, that’s pretty impressive. It must take quite a substantial staff
of dedicated fan club employees working double-overtime shifts to respond to
all of that fan mail. I wonder if it’s all
from the same person. Or maybe they
subscribe to a mailing list.
Even if they had good PR, though, it
wouldn’t save Wakeland from the mediocrity that they seem so comfortable in.
The music is just dull. The lyrics are just
lame. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’m
going to go grove.

Eta.

Text by Francis Ladines
those who don’t remember
Fir
Big Band, it was popular 1950s
musical style featuring orchestras consisting of horns, pianos and
drums that had elements of jazz
and swing. It was triumphant, but
elegant music for ballroom dancers
to dance to.
Rock ’n’ roll actually overwhelmed Big Band music in the
late 1950s with its electric guitars
and raucous attitude.
The Brian Selzer Orchestra
melds the two forms into a new
genre that has equal parts: triumphant horns and raucous electric guitars.
In the Orchestra’s second album
"Guitar Slinger," Setzer’s sound is
not about reliving the past, but
reviving the present.
"This is about rock first. Rock in
a big band, playing as loud as any
rock band I’ve ever heard, not jazz
first or swing first," said Setzer.
Most people remember Setzer
in his rockabilly band (kind of a
mix of rock ’n’ roll and country),
The Stray Cats. But the two-hit wonder (remember the songs "Stray Cat
Strut" and "Rock This Town"?)
band had a short lived popularity in
the early ’SM. Though not in the
limelight, Setzer has continued
making music since then.
After several unrecognized solo
efforts. Setzer is beginning to be
heard of again with his rock/big
band orchestra.
Setzer’s interest in big band
music shouldn’t be surprising. As a
teen-ager, he’d cut class to hang
around jazz clubs in New York.
"What a great idea if you could get
a guitar player to lead a Big Band,"
Sever said.
"I didn’t go into this looking at
it like a novelty," Sever said. "It was

ith
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something totally new but if we
were good, people who saw it would
get it and it’d fly somehow."
Apparently it has. Following the
1994 release of the orchestra’s self:
titled debut album, Setzer played a
sold-out North American tour.
I must admit I have not listened
to much Big Band music before,
but I can appreciate its elements in
"Gun Slinger."
Most striking was the extensive
use of horns. The band features five
saxophones, hum- trumpets and
four trombones. It wasn’t funky like
Earth Wind and Fire, but it sounded big and triumphant for sure. It
reminded me of swing music I’ve
heard in old movies.
The horns were loud, like the
Lawrence Welk band on amphetamines. While the instrumentation
may be unfamiliar to today’s popular music fans, the horns rocked as
hard as guitars.
There is one guitar, anti that is
Setzer’s electric guitar. It stands out
among the roar of wind instruments. The guitar sounds fierce in
a rock ’n’ roll/rockabilly manner.
The lyrical subject matter is
pure rock ’n’ roll: people living on
the edge, dangerous women in
stiletto heels and rebels such as in
his song "Johnny Kool."
The result of this new release
sounds like "barroom brawl music."
The mix of horns and guitars, the
big band’s elegance and rock’s rowdiness make for very jumpy music.
It could fit well as a soundtrack to a
movie about a guitarist looking for
fame, fortune and beer in a gaudy
town like Las Vegas.
"Guitar Slinger" can bring you
to such a world, where cool rock ’n’
rollers rock out to a horn section.
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Text by Dustin Shekell
Watching a great band perform live typically means
either pressing body to body against a variety of
sweaty, not-so-hygienic music lovers or looking at the
band through binoculars from the upper deck of a large arena.
Occasionally, if the word of mouth used to promote a local
band destined for fame and countless meaningful MTV videos
spreads slowly enough, the band will remain local for a while,
playing in front of small audiences in venues fit only for cover
bands. Torture for ambitious musicians equals heaven for live
music connoisseurs.
Bay Area band Sunfur is successfully giving those lucky
enough to stumble upon one of their shows a piece of heaven,
in more ways than one.
"My main goal with Sunfur was to bring back depth and religion in music," said Lu, the band’s drummer and main songwriter. "In America, popular music is not something people
would pray or meditate to. I want this music to be taken into
life itself, instead of just rehashing pointless rhetoric."
Agnostic rock ’n’ rollers don’t let this talk about religion
scare you. Although Sunfur doesn’t quite fit into the mold of
the depressed Seattle flannel-wearing grunge band, Lu’s spiritual influences translate into an endless amount poetically hypnotizing lyrics.
What separates the Sunfur sound from the rest of the jaded
1990s bands is its rhythmic backbone. Middle Eastern, African
and even Native American style percussion is employed to give
the songs a uniquely tribal tone. This worldly style is woven
together with mainstream guitar, bass and vocals, successfully
mixing old-world influences with an amazingly Zepplinesque
feel. The resulting style is called world alternative rock.
On stage, it seems as though Sunfur doesn’t even realize
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people are watching them perform. They simply jam, allowing
their music to passionately flow from every pore of their bodies, often extending what normally is a three or flair minute
song into a 10 minute musical spectacular. Luna, the lead
vocalist, bears a striking resemblance to
Jesus, singing bare-foot and often with his eyes closed.
Sunfur was formed about a year and a half ago, when Lu
and guitar player Emil left a standard rock band to create their
own kind of music. The other members of the band were
recruited, not only for their musical talents, but for their spirituality. Dahv, the percussionist, was chosen from many talented
percussionists based mostly on this factor.
"I saw Dahv for the first time in a drum circle," Lu said.
"There were guys running to the center of the circle to play,
but Dahv was standing in the back of the circle with his eyes
closed and his head up, just playing the rhythmfeeling the
music."
The design on the cover of the band’s, soon to be released,
second compact disc, "Another Reflection," is a symbol of what
Sunfur is all about. A psychedelic fur radiates from a giant sun
orbited by five spheres. The five satellite suns represent each
band member as they absorb the energy from this large ethereal force.
Playing all over California, the band currently performs a
couple shows per week, usually in front of packed houses in
very small venues. According to band manager Scott Poncetta,
Sunfur has done more than 150 shows over the past year and a
half, relying on its quickly growing fan base to promote its
music and shows.
Sunfur’s popularity has exploded in college towns around
the state like San Louis Obispo, where word of mouth can
make or break a band. In cities
like San Jose where word of
mouth is not something a band
can count on for fame.
Recognition of the band is
slowly increasing.
Be patient. Sunfur. Keep
making the music and they will
come.
The only way to truly appreciate this band is to see them
live. They will play at Britannia
Arms in Cupertino on May 9
and at the Catalyst in Santa
Cruz on May 16.
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Matt Finders
Tootin’ his 1,
Pf%e own horn I
at SJSU

Text by Francis Ladines

to know his playing, more people were willing
to let him play at their venues.
"If you come into town and people like
note of Matt Finder’s trombone.
how you play, you can really grow from there,"
From 1978 to 1982, Finder was a music
said Finders.
major at SJSU who could be seen wearing overFinders had done several Broadway shows,
alls nearly every day and practicing just as
performed in several clubs, and also did some
much. With a pleasant demeanor, it would be
commercial music such as writing jingles.
hard to realize his talent and intensity until one
In May of 1992, Finders got his biggest
heard his trombone.
opportunity.
"He was one of those students you get every
"The Tonight Show just fell in my lap,"
once in a millennium," said Robert Szabo,
Finder’s former music professor. "He knew what Finders said.
Finders said it was a surprise for him to be
end of the horn to blow into."
offered a spot in jay Leno’s new band that
Brent Heisinger, another of Finder’s former
Marsalis led. And it was a surprise that Marsalis
professors said, "He just wants to learn as much
chose Finders after having not been in contact
as you can give him. Here’s a guy with enorwith
one him for years. Finders said he believes
mous talent and he couldn’t get enough."
the reputation he has built over the years in
Now nearly 15 years later, -Finder is returnNew York helped.
ing to SJSU as an alum to play during
Moving close to the NBC studios in Los
Hesinger’s retiring and benefit concert next
Angeles was a big change but it was a welcomed
Tuesday. And after 10 years of living in New
one. The Tonight Show was a steady job, with
York playing Broadway shows and in various
regular hours. In New York, he said it was difficlubs, Finders is coming back as a four-year
cult to spend time with his wife and children
member of Jay Leno’s Tonight Show band.
because he was doing so many shows, all day
"’They (SJSU concert organizers) just called.
and all night.
I was more than willing," Finders said. He
Now he is playing at 5 p.m., Monday
added it would be nice to come back to where
through Friday when the show is being taped.
he started.
Having become a successful musician,
Before SJSU, Finders started in a fifth grade
Finders came back to SJSU six years ago (before
band in his home town of Livermore, Calif.
the Tonight Show), to speak to young players
After years of private lessons, Finders said he
about the music business. 1 told them what
came to SJSU because of its reputation and
they’re
going to face."
SJSU’s rare major in jazz performance. "We
He spoke about playing in front of people.
were one of the few schools that offered that,"
the pressures and having to deal with people
said Szabo.
and band members.
Initially, Finder’s parents wanted him to
On May 5, Finders returns to SJSU again finbecome a music teacher, not a performer.
Heisinger’s gala benefit concert. It is
Finders switched from music education to perHeisinger’s retirement and the concert will feaformance because he didn’t like Marching
ture alumni and faculty playing Heisinger’s
Band, a requirement. He said he spent more
compositions.
time marching than playing.
Finders will be playing a blues interpretation
Another experience beckoned him to perof one of a Heisinger s compositions. In it
form: In his junior year. Finders toured Europe
Finders will improvise, making the music up on
with the prestigious Clark Terry Band. He sent
the spot, but playing in tune with the band.
in a tape of his trombone playing and was choHeisinger said of the improvisation, "What we
sen for this "all-star" team of mostly college
hear won’t be heard again."
players.
"That was a turning point. I
Vaal" wanted to play for a living,"
Finders said. Finders met
Branford Marsalis in the band,
:11
and they would become band
,e6
mates again years later.
Playing for a living is a diffiko0111 + Tax
cult task, said Finders. He said
One or two persons
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"One reason he’s so successful in this business is he’s a
nice person ... not an egomaniac like a lot of the players in
his position," said Szabo.
"It’s nice to see someone who has worked as hard in the
past get that kind of reward," said Szabo.
Finders remains as personable as he was an overall-wearing kid, playing endlessly in the music building’s practice
room.
Before graduating, Finders had given Szabo a pair of
overalls. 1 used to rib him about (wearing overalls) all of the
time," said Szabo. Now Szab,, wears overalls. bin ", wily on
Halloween."
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Amonousm:
SINK
OR
SWIM
Text by Jeffrey Niese

Photos by R.W. Bradford

Throughout history, people have danced the
line between socially responsible drinking
and unsafe alcoholism. Americans have not
known what to do with the drug. In 1919, the 18th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution outlawed the
use or production of alcohol. But 14 years later,
when it was obvious Americans would break the law
to get alcohol, the 18th Amendment was repealed,
making the drug, again, legal.
Young people grow up testing and experimenting with it, from an approved sip from a wine glass
at Thanksgiving dinner to parties where alcohol is
plentiful.
Like many other teen-agers, Khari Crowder,
Prevention Education Program (PEP) peer educator, began to experiment with alcohol when he was
in high school.
1 would pass out totally, no control I was
gone," Crowder said. Crowder said he started drinking alcohol when he was 16 when a friend of his
had a birthday party. "We had wine coolers at the
party. It was a trendy thing to do," he said.
Crowder said he drank a lot. "I abused it from
time to time; I had my fun with it." He said alcohol
is an ego booster for a lot of people, and some people see it as the only way to talk to the opposite sex.
Crowder said he did not realize the dangers of
alcohol until it was too late.
"What opened my eyes were my experiences. I
did some things, but I was very fortunate that nothing happened to me. I didn’t have to learn the hard
way. Seeing friends learn the hard way got me past
that stage of my life."
Crowder said losing one of his friends to alcohol
is what made him see the light. "I thought it made
no sense playing with my life," he said.
Crowder said he believes alcoholism is a sickness.
"Its an addiction you can’t get rid of," Crowder
said. "Most people are under the misconception
that it can’t happen to them. No one is an exception to alcohol abuse; it can take out anybody."
Marty Mann, the founder of the National
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Inc.,
said, "An alcoholic is someone whose drinking causes a continuing problem in any department of his
or her life."
SJSU student Kevin McBride was arrested for
public drunkenness Feb. 18, his birthday. McBride
said he doesn’t consider himself an alcoholic but he

does say he drinks too
much. He said that
night was crazy; he was
celebrating his birthday
and things turned wild.
"I didn’t start drinking until I got to college," McBride said.
McBride spent the
first two years at SJSU in
the resident halls, where
he said most of the
drinking goes on. He
said in the dorms there
are always people
around to drink with.
"Drinking is basically
an image," McBride
said. "People use alcohol as a social crutch at
Lynn Donnelly (right) and Suzy Guerra are striped by the sun coming
parties." He said a lot of
through the blinds during a Tuesday morning meeting of Prevention
people at parties will just
Education Program (PEP) in the SJSU Administration building. These stuwalk around with the
dent advisers give presentations on drug abuse and are experts in referal.
same beer can all night
because they want to
look cool.
McBride said the imagery starts in high
school, where drinking is seen as the thing to
do. In college it’s almost expected. "People talk
about a party based on how many kegs will be
there," he said.
McBride said his first two years in the resident
halls were crazy. But now after moving out he has
settled down. He said, "When you get older you
learn to stay within reasonable limits."
Beto Lomax, also a peer educator for the PEP
center, said people tend to take alcohol for granted.
Because it’s legal, they don’t consider it as lethal as
it is.
Lomax said he became interested in the PEP
program when he took a course taught by Harriet
Pila, director for the PEP center.
Pila said SJSU is under the national average of
students who drink. Pila also said it’s interesting
because while the actual use of alcohol on campus
by students is relatively low, the perception of alcohol use has gone up. According to a December
1994 Department of Education survey, 36 percent
of students on campus choose to drink, while the
perception of the amount of students who drink is
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under the misconception that it can’t
happen to them. No
one is an exception
to alcohol abuse; it
can take out anybody.

Khari Crowder
Peer educator for PEP,’

"A person like that just can’t say no. We have to
help to change misconceptions. It (alcoholism) is
not something just homeless bums under bridges
are affected by; alcoholism affects all walks of life."
Lomax said, "Eighty-four percent ((fall the people in jail commit crimes because it alcohol."
When alcoholics drink, they ant always predict
when they’ll stop, how much the will drink, or
what the consequences of their di inking will be,
according to the NCADD.

"Eighty-four percent of people in
jail commit crimes
because of alcohol.

41110

Beto Lomax
Peer educator for PEP,’

,
SJSU criminal justice major and Pub bartender Matt Kohnke says he has never had to throw anyone
out of the Pub. "People don’t come here to get drunk," Kohnke said. "Most people come here just to
eat and have a beer with dinner. This is most definitely the driest campus I’ve been on

44 I kept thinking, if
I could get him to
a doctor or an AA
meeting I could
save him.
Lynn Donnelly
Peer educator for PEP

88.7 percent.
Pila said she thinks the reason for the low alcohol rate among SJSU students can be explained
because SJSU is a commuter school.
"Students work a lot. If they have to work they
don’t have a lot of time to party," Pila said. ’"The
average SJSU student is older than at other colleges."
The notion that a lot of drinking is done by fraternities is another myth according to Bryce
Devincenzi, president of Beta Theta Pi.
Devincenzi said students think all Greeks do
nothing but party.
"We tend to monitor one another. If people
develop problems, we try to stop it," Devincenzi
said. "We like to rely on the buddy system."
Pila said even though statistically there are
fewer students on campus abusing alcohol than on
other campuses, she still sees a problem whenever
students are abusing drugs.
The PEP center was developed to try and educate students about problems before they get started. Pila said the PEP center does three main
things: the PEP center is a resource center, where
students can receive information on different kind

Another peer educator, Anna Vilchez, also said
life is hard if you have a best friend who is an alcoof abuses; the PEP center is a referral agency (Pila
holic, but you can get caught up in it.
said if students require outside help she will send
"She (best friend of Vilchez) knows it is a probthem to where they can receive help); and lastly,
lem, and she doesn’t want to do anything about it."
the PEP center organizes a program called
Vilchez said her friend has low self-esteem and
Outreach. The outreach program passes out infordoesn’t think she can quit.
mation and research, showing students they have a
At first Vilchez was in denial that her friend had
choice.
a problem. "She had a child," Vilchez said.
Another peer educator, Lynn Donnelly, said in
Vilchez said her friend was drinking 40 ounces
the past alcohol and other drug abuses were a
of malt liquor every day. "She’s 22 and she started
problem never talked about. With the PEP center.
when she was 21." She said her friend has two
Donnelly said she likes to inform students about
speeding tickets and a DUI, and the police may
being responsible, and give them the opportunity
force her to go on a rehabilitation program.
to make smart choices.
Vilchez said a lot of the problem is that her
Donnelly said she got involved in the PEP profriend is on welfare, so she has nothing to do all
gram alter a close friend of hers died of liver
day but feel sorry for herself.
damage, brought on by alcoholism.
According to the NCADD, there is no known
"It’s really hard to watch these lives going
cure for alcoholism. The disease can be arrested
down the tube," Donnelly said. She said life with
through complete abstinence from alcohol and
an alcoholic is very hard. "I kept thinking, if I
other addictive drugs. Once abstinent, most alcocould get him to a doctor or an AA meeting I
holics recover from the damage caused by their
could save him." Donnelly said she fOrgot that
drinking. More than 1.5 million Americans are curunless a person wants help, they won’t get help.
rently in recovery from alcoholism.
Donnelly said, to alcoholics the drug becomes
the most important thing in
their lives and alcoholics begin
to ignore everything else. She
said she could see the personality of her friend change. She
said people around the alcoholic are affected from the disease of alcohol much like the
person with the drinking problem. It got to a point where the
alcohol started to affect
Donnelly’s life. In the end
Donnelly had to distance herself from him.
"I had to learn. I could still
love him, hut I just couldn’t
save him," she said.
"Alcohol is like an allergy
that some people have when
they take alcohol. They can’t
The Pub is the only place on campus that sells alcohol. Many varistop drinking," Donnelly said.
eties of beer and wine are available.
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A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
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69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Text by Lisa Brown

you have ever looked over your shoulder to make sure no
IIone was looking or to coherently explain actions that were
different from what they seemed, then you can appreciate
the crazy series of events in "II Mostro."
Writer Stephen King once said there are only four kinds of
plots that continue to be written over and over again.
This plot is predictable, but a warm, light-hearted comedy
and love story develops.
A relationship between the two main characters ignites, as
with purchase of another of
the story unfolds in a way that keeps the viewer curious about
equal or greater value
how the story will end.
Baked Fresh Daily
The story is a series of murders being committed in which
17 varieties of Bagels
women are raped, muurdered, and when the bodies are discov12 varieties of cream cheese
ered, not all the body parts are found.
(1ourmet Coffee & Espresso
Police investigators are disgusted with the murderer’s
Sandwiches
nature and frequency, and rush into is frenzy to come up with a
Willow Glen Bagel
capture plan.
1375 Lincoln Ave.
Loris, played by actor Roberto Benigni, is a bumblingly
287-0335
innocent character who becomes the prime suspect because of
Lw.c,itipon onlv expires 630/ 96 I
mon ma
=me min 411
a lewd conduct complaint.
Loris’ good friend informs
him that a nymphomaniac
just walked onto the terrace
and sat down.
He is instructed to be cool
and not to turn around,
hence never actually sees the
woman who will "do it with
anyone."
By the time Loris turns
around, a different woman is
seated.
He makes a pass and she
is offended.
However, she later sees
him in the garage where he is
holding a chain saw that is
accidentally turned on and he
is too powerless to turn off.
She screams as he
approaches her begging for
assistance. The rest is history.
Investigators are convinced the person that
"attacked" her must be "the
monster" who butchers
women, so when Loris’ photo
is identified investigators
STARTS FRIDAY MAY 3RD
come up with a plan to cap0041,
Id
CINEMA
10
CENTURY
awns/railer/135A
ammo
cent
Id
WIRY
ture him.
LINN’, or.
5A14.105F
SN4 052
SAN ,05,
972 9976
996 1,9,
984 5670
The investigators gather
Call MUM FOR MIMS
all the female officers togethVISIT THE SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT SITE AT http://www.sony.com
er and by the time their per-
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verted misrepresentation of Loris’ comical life is done, only
one officer is left to accept the assignment.
Detective Jessica Rosetti, played by actress Nicoletta Braschi,
is explicitly ordered to incite a lustful murderous attempt on
her life so they can catch him red-handed.
She tries everything and he notices, much to his dismay.
She runs around the house naked and in a negligee. She
climbs over his face to adjust the wall clock. While he sits in a
wing chair she turns her back to him and bends at the waist to
read the newspaper; she demonstrates how with a single defective snap on an elegant dress she is disrobed.
Loris is a homely but lovable loser who keeps an occasional
job, has unpaid debts and does not make his rent payments as
regularly as his manager prefers.
His manager is so fed up with Loris that he frequently
drops by with prospective tenants to show the apartment.
In one scene, Loris pretended to speak into his TV remote
control and had a one-sided phone conversation with a friend.
Arms flailing, he paraded around the prospective tenant
exaggerating all the daily problems with his apartment.
By the time the landlord was off his cellular phone, the
prospect was no longer interested.
Over time, Jessica sees his comical life fir what it is: normal.
Her superiors reject this notion and try to paint a picture of
a maniac that is ready to explode in a murderous rage at any
moment all the while commending her for bringing him closer
to the brink.
The investigators and their ravenous desire to lure and
entice Loris to fail miserably, anyway.
But in the great tradition of Stephen King, the ending left
something to be desired.
When Loris’ photo is shown on national television and he is
identified among a crowd below his apartment, the court of
public opinion instantly and wrongly convicts him.
However, good triumphs over evil and Jessica deduces who
the real killer is and directs the manhunt accordingly.
It was not enough to know that someone else did it, there
UOptICUIJSM
could have been a little more nail biting at the end.
All in all, the two walk off into the sunset and they live happily ever after.
Although this one-hour and 51 -minute Italian-language
movie requires subtitles to understand, it is worthwhile.
At times the text was hard to read, hut sufficient enough to
get through the movie.
The movie contains some profane language but is so scant
that it is almost unnoticeable.
111
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Text by Shane Lewis
once every few years you come across a movie so bad
Aybout
ou grieve for the hour and a half you have wasted of your
ife.
"Barb Wire" starring Pamela Anderson Lee and based on the
Dark Horse comic by the same name. is one of those movies. It is
one of those movies that leaves you sitting in your chair numbed
and dazed, wondering if it could have possibly been as bad as
you thought it was.
And unfortunately, the answer is a resounding yes.
The setting is 2017 and America is caught in the throes of a
bloody civil war between the "Congressionals" and the resistance.
The city is Steel Harbor, a once thriving industrial city that is
now so downtrodden in chaos that South Central looks like a
Club Med resort. The place is the Hammerhead Bar and Grille,
owned and run by Barb Wire, a tough-talking, high-kicking, guntoting, bad-mouthing, top heavy bounty hunter played by Lee.
The plot, borrowed from about a dozen "B" movies goes
something like this: Cora D, a former Congressional scientist, is
on the run from those who once employed her, because she
knows the cure to a horrible biochemical weapon they have
unleashed on their enemies. Aided by the resistance, she makes
her way to Steel !larbor, with the Congressionals right behind
her. Eventually Barb Wire gets involved and there is a lot of
shooting, blood, screams, death, mayhem and explosions, along
with a dollop of brief nudity. The good guys win, the bad guys
die and everyone lives happily ever after, at least those not inconvenienced with bullet holes.
"Barb Wire" marks the movie debut for Lee and it is anything
but promising. Those who are familiar with her television role in
"Baywatch" know her acting talents are not part of her appeal.
Most of her appeal lies roughly between her belly button and
her neck and the camera crew knew it. Lee’s attempts at acting
might have been genuine if the camera had actually focused on
her face while she said her dialogue.
Instead, the character of Barb Wire is reduced to gratuitous
shots of "’I’ and A" as Lee struts around the movie wearing black
leather spandex with a deep V cut into the chest to allow her
breasts more breathing room. In fact, pretty much the whole
movie is centered around her breasts.
But, the movie has a feminist side to it. To promote the
equality of women, Lee is given really big guns to shoot at the
mean or men chasing her. And when one thug has the audacity
to call her a babe, she turns around, her eyes seething with rage.
"Don’t call me babe," she says, promptly shooting the chauvinist bastard a half dozen times, her chest thrust proudly forward to show how wrong he was to have called her that.

Eric Burdon

Isaltirtlar

43) III Pr,

The supporting actors don’t do much to help the movie. The
big bad guy, Colonel Pryzer, is played quite blandly by Steve
Railsback, whose idea of being villainous is baring his teeth a lot
and scowling. Temuera Morrison, who plays resistance member
Axel, is a typical male beefcake hero. As Barb’s blind brother
Charlie, jack Noseworthy swings his seeing eye cane around as if
it were a golf club. Cora D. played by Victoria Rowell, basically
runs around looking confused.
First time director Dave Hogan does a pretty standard job.
Most of the shots in the movie are dull and lack any creativity
giving the movie no mood or feel at all. Worst of all, the movie
has a cheap feel to it, the scenes in it looking sometimes grainy
like a home video of someone’s vacation.
The action scenes are stiff, and often, badly edited with the
same action fare. Guys screaming as they get shot and then
falling, as if bored with being in the movie. The fight scenes are
sometimes confusing with no coherent continuity between
them. The bad guys shoot a lot and miss. In fact, the good guys
miss a lot, too. Pretty much everyone in the movie is a bad shot,
resulting in a lot of collateral damage to walls.
Only one thing about the movie intrigued me, and that was
the relationship between Barb and her brother Charlie.
Throughout the movie she watches over him like a mother
would her own child, giving Lee the chance to attempt acting,
instead of trying to be Rambo throughout the rest of the movie.
Otherwise, the whole movie is a bomb, with no redeeming
qualities whatsoever and for
those who would want to forget ever seeing it by drowning their sorrows in alcoholic
Delirious
bliss, listen to Charlie’s
advice to his sister late in the
Italian
movie.
Comedy Nights
"Mm don’t drink to forzoTT( >LIS BAR 0
get, you drink to remember"
s
PRP*
And, the last thing you
want to do is to remember
this movie.
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Text by Julie A. Gatvan

goodbye
It’s May, and summer break can’t get hei e

SI NM

enough.

I thought about this last weekend as my
boyfriend, brother, a friend and I did what I
thought would be humanly impossible.
We packed all of our belongings in boxes, bags,
coolers and laundry baskets, and moved out of our
old apartment in one day.
Beds, tables, a couch, my dressers and lamps, the
cat we’re not supposed to have ... all had to be out
of our apartment by midnight on Sunday. To make
matters worse. I wasn’t able to take the day off, so
my moving adventure didn’t really get underway
until 8 p.m.
It was hell. By 10 p.m., we felt like crying. The
sun had set, and like chickens with shades over our
cages, we fought the natural instinct to go to sleep.
At times, when our backs threatened to give out
and our knees were cracking under the stress, my
brother and my boyfriend would take turns power
napping. I, on the other hand, was past the point
where a nap would do anything but knock me out
until noon the next day.
Around 1 a.m. we stopped talking to each other,
except maybe to grunt in passing. At 3 a.m. we had
false hopes that we’d be in bed an hour later. At
5:30 a.m. we were crying again, because although
we were glad it was finally over and it was time to go
to sleep, not one of us had thought to mark the pile
where we could find an alarm clock.
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http://wmv.yahooligans.com/
Wanna know how to find all the
spots on the World Wide Wide that are
cool? Wanna find a specific site for that
already late term paper? This site is a
comprehensive starting point fo first
time Web surfers. Helpful hints asd’
Internet maps make searching eater.

http://wsvw.scl.ncal.kaiperni.
althinfb/
Instead of buying a hard copy if
a doctor’s home remedy book, vi
this site! You don’t have to go to. _
medical school to understand the
basic medical advice to your most
complicated questions. You can even
obtain information on how to rid
your body of a hangover.

It’s now a few days later, and although we physically survived. I’m not quite caught up on my sleep.
I now lose my keys three times a day, not just once,
and I rarely respond to hearing my name the first
time around.
We also have boxes labeled "BRAKE FLUID,
CDS, TOWELS AND CANDLES" stacked in our
new living room, our new kitchen, and our oncespacious basement. There is an obstacle course
where a hallway will eventually be.
have come to realize that just as 1 fimnd things,
I forgot I owned (so there’s that dress I was looking
for), there are some things I’m destined to never
find again (has anybody seen my Spanish book?).
Because I went to sleep on Monday about the
time some people were just waking up for school. I
missed all of my classes.
My instructors raised their eyebrows at me when
they saw me on campus Monday afternoon, but I
was too tired to stop and explain.
I’m now behind, but in a way, it was worth it. For
awhile there, I thought I’d be living in the Honda
Civic Coupe I bought last month. It wasn’t until
three days before we had to be out of the old apartment that we found a place to live, and although
had papers due and classes to go to, a roof over my
head was top on my list of priorities.
It’s almost funny, in a way. I had 30 days to find a
place. I guess it’s because I’m so picky that it took
so long. I like a nice, safe area to live. I refuse to live
- littp:Awww.indiana.edu/-iirg/ RT
ICLE
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with
bugs that will outlive me in the event of a nuclear
war. I’m wary of ads that read, "Good unit, semiclean. Has all amenities, including a window."
And I can’t afford to live in a place where the
rent is 75 percent of my monthly income.
But all bad things must come to an end, so I’m
gearing up to put the stress and pain of the move,
and this semester, behind me. I now occupy my
time catching up on all the papers I owe my professors, and preparing to drive across the country to
work as an intern at the Washington Post.
Often good things must come to an end, too.
This is my last column for Etc., and my last chance
to thank all those people who took the time to
come up to me on campus, introduce themselves,
and tell me they like Etc. and the Spartan Daily. It
helped make this experience even more worthwhile.
Of course, they could have been lying.
But I don’t think so.

Eta.
http://ccvzicc.utexas.edu/-skipperj/bryce.ht
Ever curious what other students at other
Universities are doing? Ever wonder what they
think of their professors or the curriculum?
This spot Iris you visit any university that suits
your Laney/Learn what other students go
thrOugh to get that four-year degree.
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gopher://ttakari.primitte.wist.ed
u:70/11/pin
Everyone knows that humans
are members of the primate family. If for some reason you need
more information from an actual
trained primatologist, this is the
spot for you. It’s an interesting
site to visit, even if you’re not in
to studying primates.
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Aries
(March 21- April 19): You have not spoken to someone you love in a very long time. As more time passes,
words get even tougher to come by. Neither you nor
your loved one wants to make the effort to break the ice,
but in the months to come, it is important that communication is restored. There is no doubt that you will be the
one to break the ice, but think of it as a heroic venture
rather than giving in. Try hard to keep the relationship in
tact once the pieces are put back together.
Gemini
(May 21 -June 20): This has been a
trying semester for you but you have
managed to get through it. You are now
embarking on the end of your college
experience and beginning of life after
Congrais to a job well done.
there are going to be trillions of
opportunities down your path to success and you will take which ever opportunity presents the greater benefits.

Taurus
(April 20- May 20): The
future holds many pleasant surprises for you, Bull. You will venture into a world of hate and evil,
but only kindness and understanding will fall in your path.

0(:an(jceurne 21 -July 22): Don’t get trapped in
retail hell. You are about to graduate and
you have worked really hard in your major.
Perhaps you need to further your education to get a job in your respective field or
maybe you need further experience other
than an internship. The simple answer is
going to be to stick to what you know well
and what is readily available: retail. While a
job at a department or clothing store may
pay the bills, you have made too many sacrifices already. Search the job boards on
campus and try to obtain an entry position
in the field you have been working so hard
to get a degree in.

Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22): You
know what happens when lies
are told. Even if a lie begins as
a truth, once it is whispered in
another’s ear as gossip, the
trouble begins. Truth becomes
a half truth and eventually
winds up a nontruth.

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Love is no longer
the center of your universe. Even though it is
important to you, you are focused on other
priorities. This is healthy for you now.
You tend to concentrate on relationships far more than you should.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Some people can
be so relentless, but you don’t let it bother
you. You are about to meet a person who gives
relentless new meaning. You can handle it.
You have a way handling yourself just fine.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You always
seem to lend a helping hand
and now that you need one,
there doesn’t seem to be one
available. Isn’t that just so typical? It’s not fair, but if you need
help you will have to ask.

Pisces
(Feb. 19-March
20): Go Fish. You
keep picking the
wrong card. It isn’t
your fault, but ironclad decisions
haven’t been your
strong point. You
must listen to too
much input before
anything ever gets
resolved. You are
forced to make decisions you later
regret.

Libra
(Sept. 23- Oct. 22): You
opened your mouth and stuck
your foot in as far as it would
fit. You now have to tend to
damage control and the only
way is to simply face the music
and say you’re sorry.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Mirror,
mirror on the wall ... You, dear
Sag, are prettiest of all. Pretty
lucky that is. Lately you are
invincible. You have already realized this, but guess what? It
won’t last. Your luck comes in
streaks and like everyone else.
your luck runs out.

Aquarius
(Ian. 20-Feb. 18): You feel completely
unappreciated by someone you have
really tried to please. You have given up
a whole semester, by choice, to volunteer
to make a difference. People appreciate
you more than it may seem and when you
are no longer available they will realize
just how valuable you are.
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